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-
tNJOY THE ,OUTDOORS-Tranquil scenes Of forests await visitors to land Between the (akes, As public
demonst!atien area in West Kentucky and Tennessee. Many other scenes such as this as well as artie*siconcerning
ouIdner activities-am included in a special, 24-page, Outdoor Section published as plirt of today's Murray Ledger &
Times.
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP) - Goy.
Julian Carroll will distribute $1.9 ;
million to local school ,districts around
Kentucky to help them 'pay the extra
fuel costs ...generated by last winter's
severe cold.
- He made the • announcement
Thursday, hours after saying he4
mehey after, the original method was
held to be illegal in an opinion from the
. attorney general's offite.
The distribution amounts to an
allotment of $3 per pupil in average
daily attendance at-public schools.
. In a 'wide-ranging news conference
Carroll also disclosed .that his press
secretary, John. Nichols, is tkirig
• leave-of '-absence to coordinate
equestrian events at the new Kentucky
• horse park at Lexington.
And he told reporters he has every
intention- of giving the legislature a
-sizeable role in drawing up the next
biennial budget.. -
Carroll's plan to provide $6 million to
schools, whose fuel costs escalated
during the past bitter winter was dealt
a blow when the attorney general's
office said Wednesday it was illegal.
"I was not totally. surprised at the
•apinienei-hesaith-7--
The hitch .was that under the -state's
minimum foundation program the,
General Assembly last year had
allotted specific amounts to a fund the
governor wanted to tap for the extra
money.
Carroll 'recalled that he could
have had wider lattitude to get , the '
money had he not "surrendered".-the
power to do so to the legislature in 1976.
Now, he indicated, he will try to draw
money - from sources outside 'the
minimum foundation system - fends
for school lunches and exceptional
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Ammons Bond Revoked;
Efforts Are Begun To
Lift Medical License
Bons' was revoked Thursday for
Murray • phyclan Dr. James Ray
Ammons, and state authorities say they
will 'file papers to revoke his medical
' license. -
Federal judge Charles Allenteevoired
-bond for Ammons in U. S.. District Cniirt
ursday, follotving the local aoctor'j
trest Wednesday for thethird time on
itruirelated-charges. Dr. Ammons is
sow being_ held in the Paducah City
Jail. .
y Bill Schmidt, assistant secretary frit'
-the-State-Bacd-ric. o clll'eff-U -ensure, •
saltL "The board is proceeding in
issuing a complaint againsthiS, UMW._
"Grolinds for revocation- •4nclude
conviction of a felony nvolving'ffloral medicine in Kentucky in the meantime, According to Lakin, the two said that
turpitude," Schmidt continued. -N Briscoe iaid, but since he has lost his they, had gone to tbe doctor's home
Daniel firiscbe of Louisville, attotneY' federal certification to prescribe drugs, between 9 and 11 p. m.. Tuesday.
for the state board, said the "complaint for all practical purposes he has been Atcording to statements obtained from
be will prepare this week is actually a ,stñped of his ability to practice." the two lay- COhnon, -the juvenile and
formallty.Be said Aprnonsisso longer In Feeral court' _Thursday, Dan Chadwick went to Ammons' home
certified b, federal narcotics Anderson nd Tosun Irtruk, both of about nine p. in. Chadwick and the
authorities to prescribe'dengs. _ - Murray, e found guilty and, juvenile took some of the PCP provided
' -Ammons lost that certification, sentenced- to jhheg years in. prison on by Ammons, accpraing to the
Briscoe said, when he was coairted in charges of conspirlicy to possess with statements, and then Chadwick took the
U. S. District Court in Paducah on the ' Abe intent- tp dist:Haile marijuana. The _ juven* home. Later, after a telephone-
, Atiarges. Of conspiring to purchase and. two were named in one indictment as _ call from the juvenile's family,.
distribute marijuana and distribution 'Nco-defendants with Ammons. The three Chadwicklvent to the juvenile's home
and the two went to the hospital..
Lakin used the signed statements. of
Chadwick and the jilvenile to obtain a
search and arrest warrant for
Amu-fiats.
According to Harold W. Brown,
special'-- agent with the Drug
Enforcement ,Administration, 'several
items were recovered from Dr.,
- ,intent to distribute, and distributing, a ;evoked. -- -'--Amnions home esday, including:---
quantity of Phencyclidine (PC'P).-,"to . That hearing was.initiated after the Onebottle labe'led Apomorphine, a
two Murray residents. doctor was arrested for the third time Schedule H narcotic 'substance. The
-Briscoe said he prepared a eomplaint Wednesday. That arrest was made on • bottle contained five tab14,-- ,•
*against Ammons for the board and filed the basis of signed _ statements from - One bottle lalieleCi Tebeate with
fey eral white tablets inside. Thedrug is
classified as a Schedule IV non-narcotic
_substance.
another complaint against Dr. Ammons The juvenile was treated , and
based en his conviction in federal- released 'Several hours later at the
court." - Murray-Calloway County Hospital. A
When the beard issues the complaint, -.federal court official said Thursday she
• he said, Arrimons Will have 30 days to. was treated for a possible overdose-of-
respond. If a hearing is requested, the the PCP drug. 
boardwill have 30 days to schedule it. The first witness called in the hearirig
The board will base its decision on the -Thursday was Larry Lakin, a special
hearing officer's recornmendation and investigator for the Drug Enforcement
transcripts of the hearing. • Administration. _ .
If the board takes away Ammons' Lakin said_ he was contacted early
license, Briscoe said, "that doesn't 'Wednesday morning by Kentucky State
mean he mill appeal it, to the circuit Police Detective Joe Cohoon,- who said
court, the Codrt of Appeals, and the • he had obtained two signed Statements
Kentucky. Supreme -dotal It might be a from Chadwick and the juvenile
_yeas before it's official" concerning the  alleged sale to them of
- Minions will be licerrised to practice the PCP by Ammons.
of drugs to a juvenile. . were indicted last January by a federal
Then, on Monday; ArrUnons pleaded grabs( jury in connection with an
no contest on charges filed in 'alleged- scheme to obtain between-
connection with the crash of an airplane—: $10,000 an ll $20,000 forth of marijuana
loaded with marijuana in Texas last frorn . 
year. Ammons was in federal Court again
The third arrest came Wednesday Thursday--for a hearipg to determine
when he was charged with "knowingly whether a $4,000 appeatsbunil that has
and intentionally possessiag with the . allowed him to remain free should be
it in Calloway amity Circuit Court - Sammy Chacrwrick, 19, and a 14-year-61d
several months ago, but delayed juvenile. The two told Murray and
proceedings on that complaiAt, "to let • Kentucky State Police authorities that
the federalcourt proceed." A/14110113 had' sold • them PCP at the
Now, sairBriscoe, "V will issue doctor's homeTuesdayevening.
See AMMONS. •
Page 14, Column 7
Local Transit Service Stops
Thursday As Funds Depleted
StOf4fbeOPMIALL VOW 7----enere mint_eaierwmeopeenee-raerreepesematided that-werwere not 3 IL MAI pia up- a phone-,- -cati-a--bus.
over 11,060 elderly, handicapped and
other people have come-toil halt.
rig announcement was made by
Alan Blaustein, executive director for
Calloway Count}, Senior Citizens, at a
press eonferehce held yesterday at City
children -.along wittha grant from his
_awn-contingency-fund. '
The most 'that can . be raised
through this means is about $2 million,
he said.
Orr the horse park-matter, Carroll
said-Nichols had asked to, be-come the
coordinator and-will take over July 18.
.-Iiiobots-maite000-0 yeav-avid*its-
salary will continue at that level.
"John (also) will continue to be with
the governor's ,office, Carrell said
• without elaboration.
He , said he is naming.' William.
Bradford, assistant - to Nichols, as
acting press . secretary for • an
- -unspecified period.
Nichols has been with the Owensboro
Messenger-Inquirer and Television
station -WAVE at Louisville, where he '
covered • Frankfort before becoinin .
'press secretary when Carotill -took
office in 1975.
Bradford !ormerly was a Frankfort
newsman with the Associated Pre_s_s_•
bureau.
The governor said_he againis-
emphasizing that the General
Assembly-won't be shunted aside .in
ormu mg s es u gs_or. •e
next tOlo fiscal years.
Traditionally the ell/endive, branch
draws up the budget while the
legislature approves it.
' Carroll said 'he plans -a 'State
overnmen Day" here , within( two
months to which every lawmaker will
be invited, including candidateefor the
1978 assembly, and also taking in eit's
local officials throughout the state.
He said the., eight ,state cabinet
• secretaries will -make -budget-
presentations at that time and the, data
be condensed into a one-half hour
, presentation to be distributed to
the public through civic oiganizations.
'"Then we'll get the citizen response
for the next legislature," hesaid. ' ,
untirioday, over-11,060 rides have been
Curinshed by the transportation system.
the majority of the passengers being
elderly or handicapped.
grant was to be in effect...only until
December of ,last year. But that after
review .ot the budget, it was decided
that the system would be able to
Blaustein reviewed' the 21,2-year
history ..of the trenspertatioirsystem. Blaustein said that he was not The bus system was net 41 waste,."
• According tq'Blaustein, in January of T. giving up yet." Committee members . he said, "and we have proven that tiler;
1975; -Rev. Stephen Davenport, are $ill meeting with Purhcase Area - is a need for our services."
.shairman.of the Sehior Citizens Board, Transportation and /Aging officials In an interview with Dick -George,
organized a transportation committee seeking ether, possible avenues of. TransEpitation chairman', following the .
to study the -possibilities of acquiring funding.,. press conference-, he _stated that he
vehicles needed to transport the elderly Jennie Gordon, Transportation hoped that the buses would be running
and handicapped of Calloway County. Committee secretary, thanked Judge again soon: He added that for the bus -
From the results of the data gathered, Robert 0. Miller and the liscal court for • system to operate for fiscal year 1978,
the COmmittee decided to apply for five their help and support for $5,000 used ip approximately $41,000 must be
min-buses in March of 1975. Two buses, r. - matching, fupds. She noted that Judge a oei:Opriateol _for , salaries and
-or. equipped with hydraulic -Miller iniffatedas CET-A-crew FOW maintaince. George reported that at
this time no contracts have been signed
with ariy .agencies, but all- possible
sources of .revenue were being
explored. . •
enough to describe their efforts, 'Tor where and when they wanted to and not
they had not only given of their time, -ha-ye to depend on anyone. .
but of themselves. Blaosteip said he felt - Blaustein again pointed out the fact
that it was-not fair to the employes to that over 11,060 trips ip and, around
keep the bus system going if they were Calloway County have been provided to
not going to receive pay, or were not the elderly and handicapped, and that
positive that the system would be these people haire been mobilized at
funded again. . their Own discretion.
wheelchair lifts, were approved by_lhe • the transportation officials in seeing
state and purchased by the Senior that the buses were properly' inspected
Citizens through a 25-75 matching fund. and in working order before
In January of 1976, a Title I CETA, grant transporting- passengers. The CETA
w'as also approved to hire the personnel crew.was also providedwhen the radios
to operate the system. were installed in the Lases and the
In July of 1976, the twe-new. buses antenna was erectedo,n City Hall•
were brought to Murray; and along Judge Miller also sent a staff meniber
with the bus NI innIy used-. by -the • to the transportation office to help with -
Calloway , County Senior 'Citizens, the office work for the pagrweek•
transportation system began Gordon also, thanked Mayer John Ed
functioning during .the Rock-A-Thon Scott and the __city council for their
Sponsored by the (Mita Crub last-, continued support of the operation anit
August. • • the $2,700 given toward matching funds.
Itlaustein stated that from that faoint Gordon mentioned that without
committee Members, Dick George, Sue
Outland, Paul Mansfield, Phil Deaver,-
Pam Garland, Hatel Locke, Lloyd




Mrs. Dennis (Betsy .Clark,
daughter of Betty Riley and the late
V er - Aturr•ay- -ha's -• been
named as the third place winner in the
tuitional- "Jayeette• Speak Up" contest
held at the national convention of the_ ,
hav,e never become a reality.
Orman Price, who has been acting
administrator of the transportation
systeM for the past two months, stated
The forrrier-Murrayan was presented
certificateand plaque in reeognition
of her winning third place. She
represented the Sate of Tennessee--at
functioe until the end of this past month that, "It is heartbreaking that the the national meeting and was from the
(June), and the trartworthern systeTn • system has been temporarily halted - Kingston, Tn., Jaycees Club,
was granted an 'extension of its funds. The -individuals who will be suffering Mrs. Clark's speech. was. entitled
However, at this date; the funds have the most will pot be the bus system •-• "Frer\ To Be" which .dealt . with the
dwindled down to $40 'and the Mr- staff, but rather the elderly•who have . handicapped people-- who have been
service Must be called to a halt; become dependent , upon the successful. She is a graduate of
Blaustein added. transpertatibn." . • Calloway Courity -High School, attended
Blieuttein thaWed the sie'or citizens_______Prire said that he had observed that a . Murray State University, and 'is now
who have used the buses for'-the past ten large .number...ef• those who used the laboratory assistant _ and graphics
months and added that they were buses were elderly Widows Who hadlold . coordinator for the Carbide Chemical
extremely cooperatiVe with ,himitiatthey have traveled more in the' Company at . Oak Ridge, Th. Her
transportation 'officials in adjusting to last 10 months tRan.they--liad traveled husband. Dennis Clark, on of Mr. and
the system's schedule. Appreciatien , since their husbands passed away. He . Mrs. Larrie Clark, alio of Murray, is
was also directed , to employes1.4hat added that the senior citizens had also employed with the same company
stayed on until the "bitter end" - gained independence by being able in at Oak Ridge.





What kind of day ,will
tomorrow be' To find out what
the stars say. read the forecast
given for your birth Sign
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 201 iri-A
ARIM
A first-rate period for in-
ventiveness and "bruiging out
dormant talei.ts. Put your
-e4rengt14- -behind -unusual
projects, but on!y if they are
truly worthwhile.
TAURUS 
be"a ;Y"Apr. 21 to May 21) 
An original idea could be
developed, eventually turned to
profit. Along these lines, ICS a
_good period for pushing your
luck.
GEMINI na0-'
May 22 to June 21)
Careful exploration of of-
ferings and 'soundly directed
imagination needed now. Don't
mix business and personal
affairs.
CANCER
(June M to July 23)
You can take giant steps
toward advancement now -- if
you have the ambition and
know-how. Don't launch into
uncharted seas, however.
LEO • () ot,,
1July 24 to Aug. 23) vOlV`A
Others are observing, some
following your example. Your
best foot forward! Stress vital
points, but .no exaggerating or
cutting corners too close'
VIRGO •
Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) rir%
Excessive spending could
-- prove disastrous , now. Don't
speculate or indulge in ex-
travagant whims, and watch
the budget even when making
minor purchases.
LIBRA
Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) -"p
Don't let your curiosity get
the better of-you - especially in
a romantic situation. Too many
questions will only yield eeasive_answers.
SCORPIO
171.,(Oct. 24 to Nov. 221
A day of mixed influences. Be
careful in your- approaches.
Others may read more into your




10'i Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) ar-
ong-pending domestic
problem can be solved now, so
devote the early part of the day
, JULY 2, IE.
to this task. Then you can feel




Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) //lillIk(
Some tension indicated. Avoid
highly strung or neurotic
persons, and keep out of
situations which could
needlessly involve you in
others- prOblerris:
AQUARIUS
I Jan. 21 to Feb. is) -
Mixed influences. You may
encounter some frustrating
5ituations during the a.m., but.
the tide will turn in your favor
later in the day.
PISCES
Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
Some new trends in the
making. Study carefully and be
sure to check all propositions
bejore accepting. Romance and
travel favored:
YOU BORN TODAY are
endowed with many talents
through which you could
achieve a happy, successful life.
but -7 and tha IS BIGbut,
indeed - you often fail to reach
your highest potentials because
you have a tendency toward
lethargy, lack of ambition and
such a feeling of "what's the
use'" that you eventually drift
into moods of chronic
discouragement. All this can be
avoided, however, if you will
learn to discipline yourself in
your early years and con-'
centrate on developing your
very best traits and realize that
you have a very real mission in
life. On the better side of your
nature, there is beauty, rhythm
and a humanitarianism which
should not be denied. Properly
sdeveloped, you could become an
outstanding teacher, physician
or nurse; could excel in music,
designing or dancing. Curb that
tendencrtoward inertia and the-
-world can be yours. Birthdate
of: Olav V. Norwegian king.
CHEST NEEDED -
Take a foam chest or an
insulated one in the back of
your car when you go shop-
ping on hot days. It's easy. to
put the perishable foods, like
dairy products, into the chest










You won't feel so new or need that citymuch
longer It aTfange for. a WELCOME WAGON call.
As your Hostess; I can give you personal. home-Idiiii
answers to lots of your new-town questions. About shopping,
sights-to-see, and other helpful ccimmunity information.
Plus a basket of useful gifts for your home.





By Abigail Van Buren
Keeps Old Conquests
Mounted And Framed __
DEAR ABBY: I w a* recently wed to a wonderful man in
all respests except-one, He insists on keeping the pictures
of all his previous girlfriends, lind he has had quite a few.
r He has them all neatly mounted in a large pictareeilbum,
which he inaists on leaving on our coffee table, along with
our wedding ''''''
When we have friends over, to be sure they don't miss it,
he starts going through' the albums, bragging about all the
chicks he's had.
I voluntarily destroyed all the pictures I had of myself
and previous acquaintances.-and I think he should do the
same.
He knows how I feel because I've mentioned it several
times., He says I am being childish-that there is nothing
wrong-with. recalling a few memories.
His keeping and showing that album hurts me deeply.
How can I get him to stop. Abby? Should I destroy them
myself and put an end to it?
HURT
DEAR HURT No. but tell him that his recalling those
memories hurts you deeply and to please put them out of
sight. A married man who needs to brag about the "chicks"
he's had is an insecure little boy whose "manhood" needs
constant reassuring. He also has a touch of cruelty.
DEAR ABBY: A -neighbor boy and I are pretty good
friends, but he's never asked me for a date. He's 19 and I'm
IS. He is quite handsome and by no means shy, but he
hasn't dated much. I'm a little bit overweight, but have
been fold that I have a pretty face and good Personality.
The other night we were sitting on my front porch, and
he asked Me to get him a date with a good-looking girl. He
said he could • 1 to the movies, holdshar hand and
talk s to her as well as any other boy.
Now,•here's what! want to ahk you. If! were to tell him
that I could he takon to the movies, my hand could be held,
and-I would enjoy swee, talk more than stane good-looking
girl who hears it eery Friday night. would he get the
wrong idea?
CINDY
DEA-Ft-eP613it-: No.-briflortrablyzet the RIGHT idea:-
". DEAR ABBY: How does one forget someone he loves? I
can't seem to" get over her. ft's not true that time heals.
The pain seems ti) be getting worse as the days and weeks
go by.
I base even thought about moyin_to_another city, but
no Matter Where I go I'll see the kind of car she drives, and
every time I turn on the radio I'll hear the songs we both
RI still think of her when I see her favorite color, or
actor, or television program. he is on my mind constantly,
even though there isyto hope of reviving the relationship.
I know it would be best to forget her, but as long as
there is still love land there is, as much now as ever), is it
possible to forget? Can you kill love? If so, tell me how.
PIECES
DEAR PIECES: You can't "kill" love, but you can let it.
die quietly from malnutrition. Don't permit yourself to
dwell on thoughts of her. The moment they come into your
mind, drive them out with another thought about
something else. The less you allow "her" to live in your








Mrs. ,Cynthia G. Newport
. and Baby Girl, Rt.-2, Benton,
Mrs. Louise Gore and Baby
Boy, Rt. 7, Mayfield, .Mrs;
Linda S. Mitcheson and Baby
tirI RU3, Cbcriz,-Mrs-.--Peggy
. J. Thorpe and Baby Girl, Rt. 1,
Farmington.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Virginia Todd, Rt. 5,
Murray, Mrs. Donna • F.
Hughes, Riviera Ct. Box 95,
Murray; Mrs. Brenda Kay
Sirls, Rt. 7, Benton, Mrs.
Katherine M. Goodwin, 1509
Clayshire pt., Murray, Mrs.
.Sue Cunningham, 135 Riviera
Ct., Murray, Mrs. Dorothy S.
Browder, 272 Royal St., Dyer,
To., Mrs. Euple E. Ward, 212
N. 8th St., Murray, Mrs.
Cynthia M._ Uzzle, 1301 Dub
St., Benton, John F. Shendock,
Box 372, Hazel, Cecil D.
Pierce, 102 Patterson, Paris,
Tn., Mrs. Sandra B. Murdock,
P. 0. Box 124, Lynnville,
William M. Gentry, Rt. 4 Box
177-A, Murray, Mrs. Pat J.
Eagle, 720;1 Sycamore St.,
Murray, Mrs. Josephine
Darnell, 1627 Catalina St.,
Murray,_Mrs. Dora-Mae Bucy,
625 S. 4th St., Murray, Mrs.
Opal N. Galloway, Box 32,
Kirksey, Mrs. Nancy D.
Taylor, Rt. 3, Paris, Tn., Mrs.
Eula B. Lovett, Rt. 4, BentOn,
William A. Taylor, Rt. 3 Box
146, Murray, Mrs. Mary' Lee
Walker, Box 140, Dexter, Ms.
Jarjie C. Windsor, Rt. 7,
- Murray, Mrs. Caner DI Henry,
RL 2,_ Puryear, Tn., Mrs.
'Gladys Raspberry, Hazel,
Hubert L. Hardy, 402 2nd St.,
Fulton, Halford B. Lassiter






Mrs. Nita L Smith and
Baby Girl, Rt. 2, Wingo, Mrs.
:Arida G. Stanley and Baby




Miss Bethany P. Call'; Rt. 2
The Acteens of the Blood • Slides were shown-taken at
River Baptist Association met the State Acteens convention
Monday, June 13, at seven po. Jield in April. Guest speaker
m. at the -Cherry Corner Was_g_Leg jiarton of gnu__
--rifirr"M"rvith the Corner.
r presItte-fit, Sherry Requarth,
presiding and Debbie Bell
giving the devotion.
Reports were given by each
of the missions leaders. Each
Acteen group was asked to
called articles for teen age
girls-to be sent to the Orphans
, home.
The next meeting will be
held Monday, August '15, at
seven p. m. at the Kirksey
Church. •For information
concerning Acteens or up-
coming events persons may








ALL Sr.in.trr.or- t e
30% +o SO % o;C
••••••••••
Box 259; Murray, Mrs. Joanne
McCoy and Baby Girl, Rt. 3
Box .235-K, Murray, Mrs.
Cathy J. Atkins and Baby Girl,
Rt. 7, Benton, Mrs. Nancy H.
Brandon, Rt. 1, Sedalia, Mrs.
Patricia L. Mathis and Baby
Boy, Rt. 1, Benton, Mrs.
Edythe H. Hill, Rt. 1 ,Box 482,
Tn.-.Dewey
Ragsdale, 1100 Sycamore,
Murray, Charles T. Shroat,
302 S. 13th St., c-o Jack Shroat,
Murray, G. P. Paschall, Rt. 1,
Hazel, Mrs. Lydia, V. Foster,
Rt. 1, Hazel, Mrs. Rose. W.
Outland, Box 26, Hazel, Mrs.
Alma E. Kell, Rt. 5 Box 482-N,
Murray, Mrs. Florence R.
Dunaway, Rt. 1, Farmington,
Ms. Elizabeth Holcomb,
Murray Manor, Murray,
Augiatus W. Russell, P. 0.
Box 349, Murray, Mrs. Cappie
Moline 'Haley, Rt. 1, Almo,
Nathaniel B. Parker (ex-
pired), Rt. 6, Murray, Baby
Boy Perry.
Lemon sole, the fish, has
nothing to do with lemons
bul it may get its name from
the Latin word, limos, mean-
ing mud, since it's a fish that
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and Mrs. 'Hodge Meredith will celebrate their 50th wed-
ding anniversary on Wednesday, July 6, with reception on
the lawnof their home on the Unity Church Road near Aurora.
All friends and relatives are invited to call between the hours
of two to 4:30 p. m.
The couple, was married July 6, 1927, by the Rev. Lonnie
Smith. Their attendants were the late Robert Cook and Mrs.
Ellie Higgins. Mrs. Meredith, the former Iva Earl Brandon. is
the daughter of the late Mr. and Mrs. Smith Lee Brandon. Mr.
Meredith who is now retired is the son of the late Mr. and Mrs.
Sam Meredith.
. Mr. and Mrs. Meredith have six living children who are Mrs.
Frances Bailey, Peoria, M., Sam Meredith, John Meredith,
and Mrs. Pearl Mayes, all of Paducah, and Mrs. Florence
Todd and Smith Meredith of Murray. Three children are
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- Ifs Going To Be A Tough Decision!
Thru THURS.
7 :20,9: 15 &
2' 30 Sat . Sun
WALT DISNEY
PRODUCTIONS'
GOES TO MONTE CARLO
Depn JONES Don KNOTTS
TECHNICOtOlk'
Late Show Fri. & Sat 11:40
"FEMALE CHAUVINIST" (X)



















, Fri. & Sat. 7:00, 10:00
THE INCREDIBLE SPECTACLE
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COMING - "STAR WARS"
"FOP THE LOVE OF PENA"
THE OTHER SIDE OF MIDNIGHT"
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MR. AND MRS. DARRELL FOSTER are now residing at
their mobile home in Riviera Courts, Murray, following eir
marriage which took place on Saturday, June 25, at the F r
home with -the Rev. C. E. Timberlake performing/ the
ceremony.
The bride is the former Deveen Perry, daughter of essie
Mae Perry and Joe Louis Perry and granddaughter a Mrs.
Lola Sherrill of Murray and Mr. and-Mrs. Ruford Perry of
Almo.
Mr. Foster is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Carl Ross-F Jr.,
and the grandson of Mrs. Lorene Foster and the late Carl Ross
Foster, Sr., and Mr. and Mrs. Ope House of Route TWO, Paris,
The matron of honor for the bride was Mrs. Carol Jean Mar-
tin of Florida, formerly of Murray. Miss Align Foster was-the
bridesmaid. She was given in marriage by her oldest brother,
Andrea Perry. Willie Perry was the best man for Mr. Foster.
Tennessee Outland ()pens4
Home For Elm Grove Meet
Tennessee .Outland opened
her home for the meeting of
the Elm Grove Baptist Church
Women held Tuesday, June 14,
at 1:30._ p. m. 'With twelve
members present. _
"A New Song On The Old
Spanish Main- was the theme
of the program presented with
Lavine Carter as chairman.
She was assisted by Bobbie
Burkeen, Mildred Cook-, and-
Juanita Lee.
June Crider gave the call-to
prayer and read the scripture
from I Peter 2:19-25. She also
read the missionaries' names
having birthdays on that day
and then closed with prayer.
The president, Ja obbie
Burkeen, .presided, Juanita
Lee; secretarf, rea-d the
minutes, ind Leta Cossey
gave the financial report.
Plans were made for each
rnerriber to visit snutina
during the month..
Refreshments were served
by Mrs. Outhind. Also at-
tending were EIecta
Fulkerson, Zella Futrell,
Eunice Shekell, Floy Cald-
well, and Jimmie Lee. Car-
michael.
The next -meeting will be
held July 12 at .the home of
Lavine Carter. •
I.




LARGE VOLUME - LOW PROFIT
"Service Built Our Business' _
IT WILL PATYOU TO SEE US ON A
NEW OR USED CAR
Friday, July 1
Work day from 9:30 a. m. to
three p. m. will be held by
Hardin Senior Citizens with
fun night at six p. m.
Concert by Stamps-
Blackwood Schoolnof Music
participants will be at eight p.
m. at Roy Stewart Stadium,
-Murry $tate Univers-az
Admission charged and public
invited.
Wranglers Riding Club will
NOT ride at the club tonight.
Kenlake State Park ac-
tivities will include scavenger
hunt on front porch of hotel at
ten a. m.; kiddie walk at hotel
rch at 11:30 a. m.; treasure
t at hotel playground at
:30 p. m.; arts and crafts at
otel recreation room at 2:30
m.; Kenlake games on f,ront
lawn of hotel at 4:30 p. m.;
Lakeside Singers in hotel
meeting room at 8:30'p. in.
Land Between the Lakes
aCtivities will - include
Children's Ecology Walk .for
ages 12-and under at Center
Station at 3:30 p. m., and
Nocturnal Diicovery Walk
starting at. ,Center Station at
8:30 p. in. Bring a flashlight
for -the latter event.
Oaks Country club twilight
golf is scheduled at 5:30 p. m.
Twilight golf with pobby
Fike as chairman. will. be held
at the Murrapcountry flub at
5:45 p. m.
_Saturday, iuly 2
Bake- -Sale, sponsored by
Union -Grove Baptist-Church
at Puryear, Tn., will start at
ten a. m. in, front of Roses
Department Store. ...
Concert by Stamps-
Bltrckvod School of Music
participants will be at eight p.
m. at Stewart • Stadium,
Murray' State University.
Public invited and admission
charged.- A.
- 
Land "Between the Lakes
activities will include
Observance of early morning
birdlife at Center -Station at
7730 a. m., nature games .fo7
ages 6 to 12 at Center Station
at two p. in., visit to Center
Furnace at • two p. m., and
night visual for' wildlife
species at Center Statinn. .at
8:30 p. m.
Kenlake State Park ac-
  tivities will inclUde medicinal
-- plant walk Starting at cam-
pground bath house at 10:30 a.
rn.; - copper tooling at
"Tftreatia -ro—o-riM135 p. m.:
critter hunt at 2:30 p. in.,
critter race at 3:30 and
Junior ranger program at 4:30
p. m., all at campground bath
house; bingo at.cainpground
amphitheater-Mt seven p. in.:
square' dance and lessons at.






, Hardin School Reunion will
be held-at the Hardin Center at
6:30 p. m.
Twilight Cabaret continues
at Kentucky Dam Village
State Park at 8:30 p. m.
Temple Hill Lodge No. 276
A...bd. will meet  AI AV_Al -
p. ITC. at ihe lOdge halt
Ruling Star Lodge No. 51 F.
&A. M. will meet at seven p.
m. at the lodge hall.
1967 graduating Class of
South Marshall High School
will meet at two p. m. at the
South Marshall School lobby.
For information call 527-3386.
All graduates, non graduates,
and teachers are invited.
Sunday, July 3
Murray Training School
Class of 1957 will have a
reunion at the Holiday Inn
with a social at 6:30 p. m. -and
dinner at 7:30 p. m.
Kenlake State Park ac,
tivities will include in-
terdenominational worship at
campground amphitheater at
8:30 a. m., fishing derby at
hotel, playground at four p. m.,
and movie, "Secret Life of
Walter Mitty" at hotel
meeting room at eight p. m.
Reception and pounding for
the Wayne Halley family will




Blackwood School of Music
will he Tat. Stewart ._,Stadium,




Land Between the Lakes
activities will include tour of
The Homeplace at _entrance
r4ad at 2:30 p. m., movie on
Canada geese and short
discussion on local flock at
Center Station at three'p. m.
Sunday. July 3
Annual Boatwright family
reunion will be held at the
Ellis Community center at,„. 
one p. in with a basket teriliter
to be served
-Homecoming will be at
former site of Baptist Church
at Model, Tn.. in Land Bet-
ween the Lakes with a basket
luncb to be served at one p. in
Mr. and 'Mrs. Samuel
Bagwell will .be honoi-ed at
reception on their 50th wed-
ding anniversary at the. Merit
Union Hall, Mayfield. from
two to four p, m.
c..••••• - -
Gospel singing featuring
Smith Brothers of Benton will
be from two to four p. m. at the
Blood River Baptist Church.
z
Williams-Bi[l.gtón Section
of the Lone Oak Cemetery
beothe scene of special
meeting for funds at 2:30 p. in
Monday, July 4_ 
Golf scramble for members
of the Oaks Country Club will
be at ten a. m: at the club with
a fish fry at 6:30 p. m.
..
Meals-will not be served at
e
the Douglas Communir;
Center today and meals will .




Land Between the Lakes
activities will include
Woodland Walk starting at
Center Station at four p. in
Start with vanilla ice
cream as much as the
cup will hold. Then
begin piling 14
on' Chocotate, '1:30 p. m., night gallery at
.Ia‘itterscotch, ..-hotel meeting room it seven p.
coconut, chop- m., Bluegrass music concert
ped nuts, and at 7:30 p. m. and square dance
more' Make it at 8:30 p. m. at the Cam-
any way you like pground bath house.
0'44 sundae creation '





Kenlake State Park ac-
tivities will include Fourth of
July poster making contest at
hotel meeting room at 10:3,a. r
in., ice cream eating codest
at hotel patio room at 1:30 p.
watermelon bust on front
lawn of hotel at 2:30 p. ni.„
interpretive nature walk at
campground bath house at
Great Steak Country Kathleen' Jones Group ofSirloin Stockade First Baptist Church Women
will.meeLat 7:15 p. m. at the
home of Lorene Swann. ,
Monday, July 4
Murray Postoffice will be
closed for the holiday.
Tuesday, July 5
Executive Board of Muckay
Woman's Club will meet at
11:30 a. m. at the club house.
Group II of First Christian
Ch__AL,rc_h_CWF will meet with
Mra. 17.1e. at 11:30 p. m. Call
Marge Hays at 753-1976 or
church office for information
and bring one dollar for lunch.
Mils Mary Moore Cook
Is Honored At Shower
Mtn Mary Moore Cook,
August 13th bride-elect of
Dickie Nesbitt, was the
honoree at a personal shower
held on Tuesday, June 21, at
the home of Rhonda Burkeen.
The hostesses for ,the
Airisiipilal event were Rhonda
Burkeen, Maxine Burkeen,
and Marilyn Vailes.
For the . occasion the
honoree chose to wear a tan
pant suit and was presented a




were served at. the table
overlaid with ii- white eloth




Senior Citizens p -new office"t- • alesttne Church Womenwill open at 203 South 5th -
Street.
Murray TOPS Club will
meet at seven p. m. at the
Health Center.
Dexter Senior -Citizens will
meet at 9:30 a. in. at the
Dexter Center.
Hardin Senior Citizens
social breakfast from 7:30 to
ten a. in. and shopping from
ten a. in. to four p. in.
Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
will meet at the Masonic Hall
at seven p. m.
Ellis Center will be open
from, ten a. m. to thee p. m.
for Senior Citizens with band
practice at ten a. in., devotion
at 11:30 a. m., sack.-lurkli at
noon, and bingo party for
people selling or buying
Stanley orders, acceptes1 that
day, at 1730 p. m.
Social for seventh and eight 
grades-of Oaks Country Club
wilt be held from eight to
eleven p. in. with the com-
mittee composed of Ginni
Hopkins, Brenda Estes, and
Della Boggess.
Land Between the Lakes
activities , will include- youth
day for ages 8 to 12 with sack
lunch at Center Station at ten
a. _m. with advance
registration required, slide
program on Amphibian
Ecology at Center Station at
two p. in.
Hold Meeting At Church
The Palestine United
Methodist Church Women met
on Wednesday, June 15, at ten
a. m. at the church.
"Combatting Racism and
New and Different Life
Styles" was the subject of the
program with the purpose
being to develop a more




Women's School of Christian
Mission will be held at
Ldmbuth College, Jackson,
Tn., on . July 22 to 24.
Registration will be from 1:30
te,3:40.p, in,,itrid 5:30 to 6:30 p.
m. on Friday.
Texts for study will be
"Women of the Bible," "The
Carribean Crescent," and
-- The I:neat-Church in God's
- -----
A special program em-
.. phasis workshop will be held'
Friday from 1:30 to 3:00 p. m.
with the same program 'of-
fered on Sunday afternoon,
July 24, from 1:30 to 3:00 p.m
The fee for the mission
study will be $20.65 which
includes Friday night dinner,
and $19.00 which includes
three meals Saturday and two
on Sunday. Registration fee
should be sent by Saturday,
JulL9, to. Mrs. Mildred Sisk,
P. 0.0•1 27229, Memphis, Tn
persons who have chosen a life
style different from ours,, a
church spokesman said.
Mrs. Winnie Burkeen
opened with prayer and Mrs.
Shelia Mullinax gave the
treasurer's report. Mrs.
Myrtle McDaniel read the
scripture from James 2:14-16
and John 13:34-35.
The book of Ruth was read
and discussed by the women.
A delightful lunch was
served in the fellowship hall
with Mrs. Mauclie Hopkins
asking the blessing.
Others present were Mrs.
Estelle Duncan, Mrs. Freda
Lovett, Mrs. Willadean
Brandon, Mrs. Helen Brooks,
Mrs. Dean Burkeen, Mrs.
Reba Parrish, Mrs. Eula
Grace Parrish, Mrs. Mae
Goodwin, and Mrs. Mildred
Oates.
Today there are said to be
-between three and four





Group of the Sinking Spring
Baptist Church Women held
its meeting on June seventh at
the church with the vide-
president, Susie Scott,
presiding.
Gail Turner read- the
scripture and prayer calen-
dar.
The program, led by Laura
Paschall, .con,$iated -of
segment from the new Jerry
Clower album and a brief.
review of. his book entitled
"Ain't God Good."
Members present were
Susie Scott, Susie Cathey, Gail
Turner, Natalie Brown, Mary
Janice Cooper, Laura
Paschall, Evie Paschall, and
Becky Vance. .
Refreshments were served
by Mrs. Vance, hostess for the.
.eyening.
Shriners Meet
Members of the Murray
Shrine Club, their wives, and
guests met Saturday evening,
June 18, at the Triangle Inn for
their regular monthly dinner
and social. meeting.
Attending were Mr. and
Mrs. Jack Norwine, Mr. and
Mrs. Norman Klapp, Mr. and
Mrs. Woodrow Dunn, Mr. and
Mrs. Wilson Hewstone, Mr.
and Mrs. John Williams, Mr.
and Mrs. James Armbruster,
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth
Jackson, Mr. and Mrs. Dan
Redden, Mr. and Mrs. William
Moffett, Mr. and Mrs. Clark
Joy, Mr. and Mrs. Don
Robinson, Mr. and Mrs. Bobby
Fike, Mr. and Mrs-. Bob
Sherman, Mr. and Mrs. Bub_
Stacey, Mr., and Mrs. Roo
Hutrhrson, the Rev. and Mrs.
Henry McKenzie, Larry
Robinson, Mr. and Mrs. Ray
Villanova, and Mrs. Lorah
Arnold.
Free for the Asking!
why
BIBLE CORRESPONDENCE COURSE
Box 307,-Murray, KY 42071
Recovery, inc., will meet at
First Presbyterian Church.










BUCKINGHAM RAY LTD, is beginning their 10th year in business, and are celebrating with a BIC
ANNIVERSARY AND SUMMER CLEARANCE SALE to show their appreciation, they are offering
60 SUMMER SUITS
Reg. $100 to $1150 Values Now
$3500
All other Suits and Coats  30% to-50% OFF
Large group of Slacks •
I
50% OFF
...Other Dress Slacks   30% OFF
Long Sleeve Dress Shirts.  
Short Sleeve Dress Shirts







Jeans  30% OFF
One group Tennis Wear  1/2-pRici
The Sale will begin Tuesday July 5th at 9:00 a. m.
All Sales Cash and'Final - No Refunds Or
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EDITOR IAL
Expensive Lesson
The flow of the first oil into
the Alaskan pipeline should
have brought more of a
celebration than it did. After
all, this monumental
engineering project invited
comparison with digging the
Panama Caral, or putting a
man on the moon. The pipeline
is finished, finally, and that
should set bells ringing in a
country worried about running
out of oil and gas.
Laying a ribbon of 48-inch
steel pipe across frozen tundra
and over mountain ranges for
almost 800 miles deserves some
genuine hurrahs. If they're
muted it's because the Alaskan
pipeline isn't solving our
energy problem, and in many
ways has simply demonstrated
how serious it is.
Our increasing dependence
on foreign oil attached great
qgency to the pipeline project
when Congress authorized it in
1973. The Arab embargo late in
the same year increased the
pressure to tap the
9.6 billion barrels of oil
under Alaska's North S
quickly as possible.
The pipeline has been
finished on schedule, but with
staggering cost overruns and
amid charges that the con-
sortium of eight oil companies
building the line had been lax in
keeping promises to minimize
damage to the environment.
Some engineers are still skep-
tical of the quality of welds
along the line and think it will
be plagued with leaks. Others
still delibt WI-ether the plan to
heat the oil to keep it moving
through the pipe in sub-freezing
weather will work. The oil in-
dustry hasn't convinced many
environmentalists that it can
manage the traffic in oil
tankers in and out of the port of
Valdez at the southern ter-
minus Without intolerable
spillage.
Time will answer all of these
Sunday School
questions, but one thing is ob-
vious already. The doubts, con-
troversy, waste and reported
misuse of funds were typical of
"crash" programs involving
big money, big labor and big
tasks. And that's what we can
expect, the more we have to
scramble under pressure to
keep energy supplies in pace
with demand.
As it is, Alaskan oil will not
reduce our current dependence
on foreign oil, but simply keep
our imports from accelerating
as fast as they otherwise would.
Nor will Alaskan oil reach the
U. S. market any cheaper than
what comes from the OPEC
countries. With the inflated cost
of the pipeline, the consortium
is'a.sking a fee of $6 a barrel for
oil passing through it in order to
amortize the investment. If
that figure sticks, the final
price will,work out to as much
as OPEC's 813 or 814 a barrel.
Since West Coast refineries
cannot handle high-sulfur
crude from Alaska, and there is
still no pipeline to ship it from
California eastward to
refineries that can, the first oil
from Alaska may wind up being
sent to Japan in order to make
more Middle Eastern oil
available to U. S. refineries
that need it. That such an odd
arrangement should make sen-
se, as it seems to,_is another
argumentior a more coherent
national energy policy — one
that keeps production, tran-
sportation and processing of
fuel marching in step toward
clearly defined goals.
The Alaskan pipeline stands
as a tribute to engineers faced
with huge obstacles in tapping
.the treasure of Prudhoe Bay.
But it also stands as a warning
of what it can cost for a nation
like ours to keep giving more
lip-service than action to
energy Conservation and send
oil companies to the ends of the
earth to keep us supplied with
fuel.
r lidded outiosen produced bs (het: animater on
Lesson if orc r Permission
Called Into Covenant
God protected the children of Israel
'.rom their enemies and from the
plagues, provided for them the basic
needs of water and food, provided for
them a grcat leader in the person of
Moses delivered them from bondage in
Egypt, chose them for a specific
purpose, and guided them by a pillar of
cloud or of fire. .
God's Covenant Was Offered—Exodus
L9:24 • -
Three months after the Israelites had
left Egypt, they arrived at that awe-
inspiring Mountain called Sinai. God
Sununoned Moses into His presence on
----------- 1mic-SIT161761Td- There -631111red tarn
that He had great and numerous
blessings, in store for the children of
Israel, provided they would obey Him.
God charged Moses, the mediator
between God and the chosen people, to
inform them ,that if they were
disobedient to Him they would not have
any right to claim or expect His
blessings upon them. Compliance with
the divine will constituted the basis
upon which they might become the
recipients of His blessings.
God commanded Moses to remind the
people of His coming to them in their
slavery and helplessness, and swiftly
delivering them and bringing them jato
an actual covenant relationship with
Him. His convenant with them was both
a pledge to sustain and to protect them,
and a challenge to them to be faithful in
their obedience to Han. In this respect
they were favored far more highly than
any others. Because love is a much
greater motive for action than anything
else, God reminded them of how He had
provided food and drink for them when
they were facing death from starvation
and thirst, lovingly' and tenderly
exercising painstaking care over them
in a manner far surpassing the eaglel
which bear the eaglets on their wings.
Consequently, they were obligated to do
their part by exercising a redemptive
ministry for the world, out of
appreciation to Him Who' had done so
much for them. There were two sides to
the covenant, namely, what God would
do and what the people would do.
God's Covenan( Was Accepted —
1.
Exodus 19:74
After God declared His ovinership of
all the earth, revealed that He had
chosen the Israelites for a specific!
Ministry, and 'Tiede it known that He
expected them to respond with a
cheerful. and ready obedience, Moses
descended the mountain and conveyed
God's message to the elders and they in
_ turn to the Apeople. . Without any
hesitation the- --people- Cheerfully,
readily, and wholeheartedly pledged
themselves to do what God through
Moses had commanded them. ,,.Their
ratification of the Covenant was prompt_
and cominendable.' The people said:
All that the Lord hath spoken we will
God's Blessing Was Conditional—
Deuteronomy 11:8-9, 18-19
In preaching to the Israelites before
they entered the Promised Land, Moses
reviewed the terms of God's covenant
which was given at Sinai with which the
new generation was not familiar. In his
rehearsal of the promises which God
had made with their fathers, Moses
reminded his listeners that if they
would obey God's commandments, and
be loyal to, Him and His standard of
righteousness, He would enable them to
enter and to possess the Promised
Land. He warned them in advance that
in the event they should disobey God by
plunging into idolatry and - other
religious abominations they need not
expect Him to permit them to enter the
Promised Land and to retain it over a
prolonged period. The future of the
Israelites was to be determined by their ,
attitude toward God. They were given a-
clear-cut choice between receiving
blessings end doing without them.
Their obedience or their disobedience
would determine whether they would
enjoy His blessings or His chastening&
Disobedience to God is never profitable
to anybody. Because of their sinful
ways the Israelites were taken out of
their land and deprived of so many
blessings by the Assyrians in 722 B. C.
and by the Babylonians in 986 13. C. It
they had obeyed God as they should. the
Israelites would, have been strong and
averted these tragedies.
"Here she comes...ready or not!"
Looking Back
1() Years Ago
The Murray Girl Scouts held their
annual day .camp at Camp Sacajowea
on Kentucky Lake. Leaders were Mrs.
Charles Kemp, Mrs. Charles Lash,
Mrs. Harold Robertson, Mrs. Gerry
Requarth, Mrs. J. P. Walker, Mrs.
Charles Outland, Mrs. Lenith Rogers,
Mrs. Sue Roberts, Mrs. L. J. Hendon,
Mrs. Harris Byrd, Mrs. Brooks Moody,
and Miss Kaye Beaman.
-- -Deaths reported include Thomas -J.-
Calhoon.
The American Legion baseball team
beat Bowling Green 11 to 2. Linn
Stranak was the winning pitcher for
Murray.
Miss Leveete Erwin and Charles
Stephen,Story were married June 17 at
the Sinking Spring Baptist Church.
The Twin Lakers Coonhunters Club
will hold a special event, at the club on
July 4.
20 1 egrs Ago
The Murray NaturarGas System .will
start running natural gas service lines
to homes about July 10. '
Dr. Charles D. Clark has joined the
staff of the Houston-McDevitt Clinic,
Inc., as a specialist in the general
practice of medicine. -
Deaths reported include Mrs. Annie
Vinson, age 91, Maude Allen Hampton,
age 62, Charles Nance, age 47, ahd
-Julian Foster -Mayer7 age 52.
The Murray State College' Orchestra,
directed by Richard W. Farrell, will
present the first of the annual summer
concerts on the lawn of the Fine Arts
Building on 'July 2.
"The Fastest Gun Alive' starring
Glenn Ford,- Jeanne- Crain, and
Broderick Crawford is showing at the
Murray Drive-In Theatre. *.
30 Years Ago ,
_ The Calloway County Health Office
urges parents to have their children
vaccinated for small pox, whooping
cough, diptherie, tetanus, and typhoid
fever during, the summer .months
before the school year opens.
Deaths,. reported include Price
Poyner and Andrew Boyd
The big annual July Fourth..'
celebration will be held at the Tobacco
Picnic Grounds, according to J. M.
Thomas who has staged the event for
the past five years. -
- Murray State Couch Jim Moore will
be Manager of the annual horse show to
be held -August 7 and 8 at Cotchin
Stadium, Murray State College, as
sponsored by the retail merchants of
Calloway County and the Thoroughbred
Boosters • Club.
Miss Mary Elizabeth Clark and
James T. Stark were married June 27
by Bro. Charles Lancaster at his home
in Murray.
Bible Thought
Ifrye be willing and obedieni,
shall eat the gool, of the land .
Isaiah 1:19.
To be willing and
God's 'servant will rP,iilt 1 ,1
God's' perfect C.,k`f 4. .1 •
)4100-Ci n eS of God's land
••
WRITE A LETTER
Letters to the editor are welcomed
and encouraged. All letters roust be
signed by the writer and the writer's
address and phone number must tx,
included for verification. The phonv
number will not be published.
Letters shoiadlk typewritten anii
double-spaced whenever possibly
and should' be on topics of general
Interest
Editors reserve the right to
condense or reject any letter and
limit frequent writers.
Address correspondence to
Editor, The Morray Ledger &
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Murray Ledger & Times Editor
Taxpayers generally are irked each
year when the cost of overseas travel
by their Washington lawmakers is
reported. Last year Congress admitted
to a travel bill of almost $1.5 million for
its members.
But now U. S.- News and World
Report, invoking the Freedom of In-
formation Act, has exarilined records
indicating that the actual expenditure
was more than $2.5 million. A big part
of the disCrepancy involved services
and transportation provided by the
military, which. were calculated by
various methods or simply not
calculated at all.
We're not saying the bill is too high,
although we share suspicions that some
of the gallivanting, particularly by
"lame-duck" congressmen, is of
questionable value in promoting the
general public welfare.
But even if we accept the im-
passioned defense of an Illinois
representative who considers "junkets
not a bad work, but a badge of honor,"
we must insist that the globetrotting be
fully accounted for — honestly.
The accessibility assured by the
Freedom of Information Act and
persistence such as that displayed by
the magazine seem certain to en-
courage progress to that end.
0+0
Husband's in the kitchen and the
wife's off in the office?
The idea may sound strange, but it
could become common because many --
young Americans are receptive to a
husband and wife exchange of roles
Insurance.
sncethe American Council of Life
In the Council's latest national sur-
vey, the opinions of young people
- between the ages of 18 and 24 were split
evenly down the line. Some 50 per cent
of the youth interviewed said they
approved of spouses exchanging roles,
an equal proportion, however, disap-
proved, either moderately or strongly
with this idea in mind.
0+0
Although not many are planning to go
around the world in 80 days, hot air
, balloonists are growing in number.
There are more than .1,500 licensed
balloonists in some 40 countries, says
National Geographic.
Although Roger Bacon theorized the-
possibility of using balloons for flight
and although balloons have been used
to carry mail, military observers and
even fire bombs, ballooning has only
become popular in the last 20 years-
The first balloon was devised by
Joseph and Jacques Montgolfier, who
on June 4, 1783, filled a 33-foot bag with
smoke and set it adrift 1,500 feet above
Annonay, France.
With the introduction of light-weight
nylon bags and small bottled gas
burners for easier, faster inflation,
ballooning for sport has taken off, says
the Geographic.
Letter To The Editor
Thank God For Freedom
Dear Editor:
The first Americans on this earth
struggled for life, liberty, and the
pursuit of happiness; and today we
continue in this struggle. Jesus paid,
"...I am come that they might have life,
-and that they might have it more
abundantly. (John 10:10) We need to
learn of that abundant life by reading
the Bible as through :reading it, we*
learn about salvation, we learn how to
pray, and we learn how to live Godly
lives on this earth.
America is great because Gbd has
blessed this nation; and He will •
continue to bless us as a nation as long
as we turn our-hearts to things of God.
Daily we should pray and thank God for
our liberty as so many nations cannot
celebrate libert? as we do on the
Fourth.
According to St. Luke, Chapter 17,
Christ's second coming will be as it was
in the days of Lot. This city was
destroyed because the people were in
sin and had forgotten GOdt We must be
careful that our nation. is not headed
that way. We have increased greatly in
sins of a4eoholism," suicides, drug
addicts, sox which is filmed, sex
without marriage, homosexuality, X-
rated movies, nudity on tv, beaches,
and movies, adultery, materialism;
love of money, the occult (fortune
telling, horoscopes and the like), much
crime, much violence, a for
pleasures, lying, stealing, cting,
sins of pride, vanity and wealth, taking.
the Lord's name in vain, and many
others.
And yet God does not withdraw His
mercy from us for He says: "If my
people shall humble the Ives, and
pray, and seek my face, an4 turn from
their wicked ways; then till I hear
from heaven, and forgive ,their sins,
and will heal their land." '(II Chron.
7:14.j
"And ye shaft know the truth, and the
truth shall make you free." (St. John
8:32) Jesus Christ is the truth, the way
and the life (St. John 14:6). From Him
we recejve the Holy Spirit. "Now the
Lord is that Spirit: and where the Spirit
of the Lord is, there is liberty." (II C,or.
3:17) "
"For you were called to freedom,
,brethren; only do not use your freedom
as an opportunity for the flesh, but
through love be servants of one
another. "For the whole law is fulfilled
in one word, 'You shall love your
'neighbor as yourself.' (Galatians 5:13-
14)
Christ has freed us from our sins by
dying on the Cross for them. "Stand
fast therefore in the liberty wherewith
Christ hath made us free, and be not
entangled again with the yoke Of
bondage." (sin and the devil)
(Galatians 5:1 )
"For blessed is the nation whose God
is the Lord..." (Psalm 33:12)
Let us pray:
Our father's God! to Thee,
Author of liberty,
To Thee we sing;
Long may our land be bright
With freedom's holy light; "
Protect-as by Thy might,





HEARTLINE: I am 14 years olf And
am-drawing iny regular Social Security
retirement benefits. I ordered a
magazine subscription in February, but
I have not received it yet. Can you help
me? T. C.
ANSWER: Yes. Heartline has sent
special forms to you for you4o fill out to
help you solve your problem.
Anyone who is having any type of
consumer problem should write' to
Heartline and state that you would like
the Consumer Protection Forms. Do
not explain your problem or send any
correspondence /ou have had. Please
send a long, self-addressed, stamped
envelope with your request.
HEARTLINE: Iam 64 years old and
am on Social Security.
. I am interested in getting credit. DO
you have any inforination on its use..
T.C.
ANSWER: Whether you believe in
using credit freely or sparingly, the
important thing to remember is that it
Is a form of fibrrowing. Credit is a way
of obtaining goods, services or money
In exchange for a promise to pay for
_them aL.some future time. Buying on
credit has its advantages...
—Credit allows you to have the use
of goods and services while you pay for
them.
—You can handle temporary and
unexpected financial emergencies with
the help of credit.
—Credit is a convenient way to make
purchases without carrying large sums
of cash.
—By providing you with a record of
your purchases, credit can make
budgeting easier.
—Credit gives you an opportunity to
take advantage of sales and price
reductions. ,..,..:
-Credit makes it possible to purchase
goods of better quality than you can
afford on your current cash income.
—Credit lets you make purchases
without depleting your savings or
liquidating your investments.
But, it also has its .disadvantages...
'—Readily available' credit might
encourage -you to live beyend your
means. If you have to spend too much of
your income to meet payments, you
might find that necessities. such as food,
clothing and shelter will become
difficult to afford. Tying up your
income this way leaves you with little
for the financial flexibility you need.
—Because credit cards are so easy to
use, you might find yourself buying on
impulse.
—Credit is not free. The cost of
providing._credit inflates the overall
price of goods 'and services. Buying on
creditcould cost you as much as 25 per •
cent more than cash purchases.
—If you provide collateral to obtain
credit and then fall to make payments,. .
you might lose personal property.
HEARTLINE: lam 60 years old and
am- near retirement age. I know a
person must take a reduction in their
Social .Security benefits for drawing
before age 65. Can you tell me how
much of a reduction a person has to
take? S. T.
ANSWER: By taking social Security
retirement benefits early you will only
receive a certain percentage of the
benefits you would be eligible to recieve
at 65. ..
The reductionis five-ninths of _1 per
cent per each month prior to
your sixty-fifth birthday. the
percentage of age 65 benefits which you
will receive for early retirement are as
follows: -
Age 62— 80 per cent of your age 65
benefits.
Age 63— 86.7 per cent. of,your age 65
benefits:
Age 64-91.4 per cent of your age 65
benefits.
For people interested in . learning
more about the Social Security
program, Heartline has developed
"Headline's Guide to Social Security,"
:Box 4994. Des Moines, Iowa 50306. This
book is completely guaranteed.
Letter To The Editor
Dear Editor:
We would like to thank Ryan Milk
Company-for furnishing milk for a 4-H
and FFA State Wide Training meeting
held at the Blalock and White farm.
This was the first in the purchase
area ..and ten or more counties
participated in the eyent. There were
130 children plus adults who took part in
this learning experience.
Our appreciation to Ryan Milk
Company who has always been
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MethodistgomGlIOVI . . .
Worship Swince 11:00a. 110 - NW ntormesa
Evening Worship 6-31 P. m. - Sunday School • 10 a m
IMMANUEL MISSIONARY Preathirw Service 11 am.
Morning Worship i i :we, at Nightly Sernce 6 p.m.
Evening Worship 6:30p. m• . --, ...
FIRST IIAF'TIST , ,
Morning Worship 10.45 a. m.
F.:veiling Woraup 7:00 p. m
WWI FORS'
Morning Wenhip 1100. m
Sinday Evening \ 4. 00P. m.
. .
















Worship Service I I a.m., 1st Sunday, 10:00 a .
m 3rd Sundey, Sundsy School 10.00 a m.,
• Ind & 4th
MARINI'S CUPS,
Wednesday Evetung 7 00 • 
w • .47 ca.' • • • a • • . •• • • •• • 00000000000o o UNITEDp. m.
SWIM SUMO Worship Service 11. 30a. in.0
Morning Worship 11:00 am. Sunday Schaal 11 a rii
Evening Worship 7:15 p.m.
,--- . NOUNSIDE GOOD SIIIIIIERD UNITED..
Moniing Worship 11.00a rn 
_ _ Church of Christ Worship Service 1140 a. in.EVening Worship 7-.00 p. m. Nazarene , . . Sunday School 9:30 am.- - _ NAM BAPTIST ... . . _ ,.. _ t.- • NEW PROVIDEIKE INEMPENDENC1 UNTIED- -r--- --T--- Morning Worship 11 00 a m. • MURRAY CHUROI Morning Worahip 11-301. in. SmalaySchmg. Morning Worship II :OD am.Evening Worship 7 30 p m ..day School - 9.45 a Evening Worship 6:30p. m.m. •
' • POPLAR SPRINGS , Morning Worship 
N11.00a m 
10.40 a m.
Monwig Worship . Y. P. S. Worship 5 15 p m
Evening Worship 6 30 p m Evening Worship 6 -00p. m
Wednesday Worstup 7 00 p. m
GRACE BAPTST
Sunday S.9ol 940 am . LOOSE GROVE CIIVICII
Idornuig W 1°.* Lin' Morning Worship.. 11:00a.m.
Singing, Wors. 5.30, i : 00 P.M. swidpy school 10:00 a.m.
4000 RIVER Worship 5:30 p.m.
Morrung Worship i i :op g. fn. 27.1"1.11 Worship 5,00 p.m. ,,
Evening Worship ' . 6:30g: m. Wednesday Evening 430p.m.
IIIIIKSEY SAPTIST
Morning Worship 11 00 a m:. .
Evening Worship.. 7: 30 p. m. Pentecostal
MUAORIAL BAPTIST r
Morning Worship 10:50a. m_ AL/AO HEIGHTSEvening Worship 6:9°P. m- Morning WershiP II : 00 a. m.
NEW MT. CARMEL MISSIONARY Evening Worship 7:30p, m.
Morning Worship . 11,00 a. m. UNITED, NEW CONCORD
Evening Worship 7:00 p. m. ' Sunday School ., 10:00a. m.
FLINT BAPTIST Worship Services 11700 a . in. , 7.00 p.m.
*
- .6)71e Yfibi I € 14;mile/ten. (fence
.
.kmerica has always been imbued 'with the spirit of loodepectio.00.e. Se. a. a piallo.
hose been self-reliant and proud. r no. source of doh. tool, iociotio or, ha. 10,0 tour trutta
Goal. The Iteelaratiou of Ind nependice clearly .121.• lilt, 1.1.t. Flo. virit cone
. untie. to *hi. day. S0, too, does our faith in God.
-
,
There is strong e‘itlence that there is .$ 6 reneonl of tilt, fool, on oour countroo today. In-
lependenre and trust in Good eon i to be the moat utopoiatit trait. of the tkineriram -










10 a.m. COLDWATER 1111111ID
10:45 a.m. & 6 p.m. Worship Service 11:18 a.m. 1* & hid Sun-
Wed. Worship 7 :30 P.m day., 10:00 am. 3rd & 44h, Sunday School
WEST Miiill.:7 14:00 a. m. 1st 4 2nd Sunday. 11:00 a. tn. 3rd




UN TIMM INILIH mune
vening p 
1011 Morning Worehip 18:00 a.m.MOrnutg Worsh rshiip,
E 6 :JO 
Swsday School 11:1N1a.m.p. at
mum& POPLAR MST gummy
Worship Service 10:40 2. m. Worship 4-41410:60 a. in...
Evening Worship 6:06 p. in.
NEW CONCORD MAULS CNAPEL DNITTOMorning Service 10:00a. m. Sunday sated 1008a. m
Evening Worship 6:00 P. 111. Morning Worship 11:10.. in.
PLEASANT VAULT
Morrun' ir Wonnup 11:00a. m. LYNN (MOVE
Evening Worship 1:00 Il• in- Morning Worship ServiceMorning Worship CALVARY TEMPLE
Evening Worship Sunday School . 10.00a. m.6.45 p. m
. Worship Services 11:00 a.m., 7:30 p.m.
CHERRY Comm FIRST. ASSEMBLYMorning Worship 11,00a. m. Of GODEvening Worship 7-5°P. M- Sunday School 10:00 a m.
ELM GROVE Morning Worship 11.00a m.





SKOND STUET Sunday School 10.00a. ni.
Morning Worship 1045a. m.
Evening Worship ' 6:000.M. -00INEIHNITNOINST
FRIENDSHIP Morning worship Services II:30a. m.
Sunday School 10.00 am, Sunday School 10:40a. in.
' 
Morning Worship 11.00 a. m. Evening services: • 1st., 3rd. 111 5t0 Sundays
ServiceMorning Worship 11:00 a. m. Sunday Everting 7:00 p rn.
Evening Worship 7:00 p m. Thurs. nite 700 p m.
SALEM BAPTIST UNITED, 310 IRVAN AVE.
Morning Worship 11 :00 a. m. Sunday. School 10:00a _rn.
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RAUL OSURCII Preaching 130
Of CNRIST
Bible Study 1000 COLE'S CAMPGROUND
A.M. Warship 10,00 Worstup Service 10:00 a. m.
P.M. Worship 6:03
Mid-Week 7:00OEWARDS CHAPELSUGAR CREEK' Sunday SchooT • 1000a. M.
Morning Worship 1100 a• rn- Worship Service 11.00k m.
Evening Worship 7 :15 1 - m: Evening Worship • -• 7 30 p. m.
OWENS OIAPEL FIRST UNITED
Morning Worship 11,00g . m. Sunday Worship 10: 00.a.m. & 7.00 p.M.
Evening Worship 5:30 m. Tues. & Thurs 7:00 M.
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- Morning Worship 1050 a.m. bit 6 2ndsumggy. . 11:80a. rn.
Evening Worship 6:00 p.m. at& kb & 4111 Sunday
4 
- 10111111SIT 011111101. • •
MT. NINON .Of OUST Worship Service 10:00 a. in. likSenday &Sunday School . 10:00a. m.p. . p.
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11:00 a. rn.• 3rd Sunday: Sunday =.10o1 11 : 011,
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-......4
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.
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Vesper Service .. 0:00 p. m. - MIJUATCHRISTUN FULOWSNIP -
. Worship 10:30 a. m.COLDWATER Bible School 9:30a. m.
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Morning Services 10:43a. in
&LIEU CRURIERLAND
alliday 14:00 a.m.,- NOM CUM UNITED
9:10a.Morning Services 11:00 a. m. Evening Service 6:00p. in.Evening Services 6:00p. m.
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I Worship Service 11:1111a.m.  14043n1Stindsy M.
NORTH PLEASANT GROVE Evening ' 7:00p. in.
CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST
FAITH BAPTIST OF LATTER DAY SAINTS
Morning Worship ' 11=00a. In. Sunday School • 10.45a.
I ,irosr•err ais•-r i ..... -/„,,.............- „01
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Sunday School . 11:45 cm bid44th Swidsy 11:001. in.
Worship Service 11:001. in. No Everting Worship
in.
Evening Worship 6:30p. m. ST. LIO CATHOLIC
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End& 4th Sunday 11:30a.m.
Sunday Mass 8 a. in.. 11 a. m 4 30
. 4,•••....4.44.4,44•4,... 44 4..... 44.4.44,4,./444, Ai/ "4 ,A.014.41•44" ,i4.4,4441.4
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Worship Services ii e. ng„ 7 p.m.
6:00p. -Morning Worship ii :op& rn. p. in
Evening Worship . 7:00p. M. Saturday Mass 6:30 p. m.
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SOWN PUASANT GROVE
CHESTNUT STRUT GENERAL CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
SERVICES
eral.h.i aff.... _ -mist.. ...fr ,.. "via.- - .4,44
''-o.
MOUNT PLEASANT Sunday School 10:00a.m.
Morning Worship Morning Worship 11:00a. m.Sunojay School ' 10:00a. m. - Fanner Ave. and 17th St., Murray, Ky.., Sun-Morning Worship . 11:00 a. m. days 11:00 a. m. Testimony meeting second
Aisdaa_........_...e 11:00a. in.
Evening Worship 7:00 p. m. Evening 7:00p. m.
LEDBETTER MISSIONARY BAPTIST , Wednesday A p. m.
Sunday School " 10 : OCia . m. JENOVJUI'S VIITIIESSES :
 Preaching 11:00a.m,&6:00p.m..... Watchtower
• FIRST PRESBYTERIAN STOREY'S CHAPEL UNITED
Church School 030a. m. Mornipg Worship , 0:45a.m.
'...  --Wiiiclop Service 10-45 m
,
 Sunday School 10-45 a. m.
-., , -
Wednesday night •1- ./ 7 =00 P. M. bible Lecture ' 930 a. m.
SPRING CRETE WYMAN'S CHAPEL A.M.E.
BAPTIST CHURCH WorstUpSernces 11 Warn , 7:00 p.m.
Morning Worship 1 
Workhip 
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Evening Worship 7:00 p. m a. m.
Church School - 11700a. m.
ST. JONN BAPTIST 011/ROf IMMANUEL LUTHERANMorning Worship 10:43a. m
T
. Sunday school 9:15 a. m
Sunday School 9 • 30 a m Morning Worship 10:30a. m.
DUTU UPTIST CHURCH SEVENTH DAY ADVENTIST . .
7:00p.m. Sabbath School Sat. 10.30a. m.Wednesday Service . . :
Sunday &loci -. 
„: oesm. Worship Service Sat.9:15a.m.




. Keel Purchase sire
. Your Complete Two Service Center
"W0 Service litera AM-Large or Small"
MOS KoeI
E. Aisie IL Indeetrild U. 753-7111Standav NM 7:00pm.
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9 'Septic Tanks - Drivewsy-Colvets-
- • • Stock W ater Tanks ,
"thing in Pre-Cast Concrete"Any 
Bibles FL Church Supplies
Reference 8. Inspirational Books




1206 Chestinit St. Under New Management 753-79/7Ilvry 941. (3 saes east ef awry) 753-0277
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Cesispiete Tesie-lip IL Repels Service--
Mg S. 7th 713-1751




Tep Onsiety Used Cars ' • - -
Ng Coldwater Rd. ', Kee* 753-6641
Rudy ..PHILLIPS LoveI Distributing Co. Inc.
66 South'2nd •
753.-2752 or 753-3571= -•-riti..3111
Peoples Bank of Murray, Ky.
Member FDIC .




. _ 1I415-*Main-'Bstc5:AilingAt Its, 
Best
 A .B.C. ploy School
yi,-- - News 6:4S e.m. t• S p.m. • 5 DOTS,k...4 . 4.
. ii , 1,f 7:,.  Worstip -With Your Children
*Children Are Gods GNI
1606 Ryon Ave., Murray 7S3-8/107
Carroll Tire Service
Your Uni-Royal Tire Dealer
. 1/2 Block E. of S. 12th ..,..._




' A COMPLETE PARTS DEPARTMENT
605 Maple St. 753.4424
Stokes Tractor 8
implement Co. -
MASSEY-FERGUSON SALES AND SiRVICE






\ \ hirlim()I Sales & Service Quasar - Famous Fish Dinners„ .
',Mole Jeffs Shopping Center 753-3037
Ort Hwy. 64 et Anon,
Phone 474-2202
Freed Cotham Co., Inc.
Heating, Air Conditioning, Sheet Metal
8th 8. Chestnut 753-4832
4
4 : Murray Cablevision
. Phone 753-5005
Bel-Air Shopping Center



















Hutson Chemical Co. Inc.
"For All Your Fertilizer Needs"
101Maple - 753-1933











-Go To Church Sunday'
Tiny Tot '
. 4.1it Day Care
4 i•I Infants To 5 YearsKentucky.' Licensed
jot.. -_ tio-rm- 5...30 ion,
N 12th 753-1994
Central
Shopping - 1X"OSES 753-7175
Center
Murray's Most Complete Deportment Store
Dellanti's Steak
& Pizzo House .
ul ""miludwymi Let us Entertain You
Murray
;iiiiiiiiii Theatres
.. Randy Thornton Service Co.




"Howe of Quality, Iceman,
.- 4 Selections"
Open 7 Dopi -- 
...Freepea
7 a. m to 12 Midnight
...... 641 Super Shell '
Pickup & Delivery
630 •.m. - Close 11:00p.a.
Swede, Open 100 sm. - Clime 10:30 p in
Sewell 17t9 .Phase 753-9131
Kelley's Termite 8,
Pest Control .
We use plastic I.
wood treatment for
100 SO. 13% St. mold fungus 
753-3914
Murray Memorial Gardens
Jerry D. Lents, Deneld A. Mims end Larry Soifer, owners
Mausoleum-Cemetery Lots
Complete Counseling Service
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- JOBBERS OF SHILL OIL PRODUCTS
- .,Aat,..2;;2( ,,H,,,rer fil •,. •firk .
Merrey Serving Oilleein , Greirei,
753- 1323 amI °aisle Cannes '
403 Ma Phone 753-1713
IdeS Roy's Top Shop.....:...-.." Speciskins in Vinyl Reefs,
Original Ersipmeet Materiel
.-"' ‘. Shirley's Florist 8
Garden.Center
FTD Flowers for All Occasions
House Plants Landscaping
SOO N. 4th 753.3251 • 753.8944
West Kentucky Rural Electric '
Co-Operative Corp.
Phone 753-5012
MO 41, Shoposi Cana
oTAs co ."17737.1.3„, it
Wien, illettien
Hendon's Service Station
- CLOSED ON SUNDAY'S
6T5 PNILUPS 66 PRODUCTS.. , ..C .5:›
'Swift ilth 7S3-6170 ----________..--- ilic No. 4th Street Pitons 753-1921
Grecian Steak House
Tom Andrews - Year Hest .
We Deily. Ales. awe Doers.
Murray Warehouse Corp., Inc.,
GRAIN DIVISION
. Highest Cash Pikes. for Corn. _
Wheat & Soybeans
N. as 011s, Mgr. E. Vt. Owns*, Sept. _
, Phone 744220.
West Ky., Rural Telephone
Glen B. Sears, Gen. Manger





HOUSE BOAT RENTALS •




Phone 753-5802 205 N. 4th St.
we riessing sped*.
Fri., Set., Swi. - 1-111ass Stein Special
Ns. 12th frt. 641 -Cs. la Onion te 733-4411
ONV111.4 ' instv.s.-s ft.' www 1 MI r•t •-••100,-,o.mak..ww....cdracaratas --,7011Eir m a 411111*-
- . • .4
-__-4,2rovear/C.M..42,1-.212-7nL2212 4.11
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Chavis Fires Murray Legion Team
To Twinbill Split With Jackson
Tommy Chavis twirled a
five-hitter in the nightcap of a
twinbill and his effort on the
mound enabled the. Murray
American Legion to gain a
split with Jackson at Holland
Stadium Thursday night.
After losing the opener 75 to
Jackson, Murray bounced
WO( behind Claris lor A 7-2
win and the split, giving the
legion a 10-10 season mprk.
• Chavis ran his record to 4-0
with the win and didn't hurt
his earned run average either.
Both of the runs scored by
-3ackson were unearned.
In fact, in the first contest,
all seven Jackson runs were -
unearned.
Chavis, who fanned seven
and walked two, trailed 1-0
going into the last of the fifth
but Murray came up with four
runs and made Chavis a
winner. -
Jeff Oakley, leading off the
inning in a pinch-hitting role,
doubled to get things started...
then walks. to Kim Sims and
Bill Wilson loaded the bases.
Brad -Taylor walked to tie
the game then after one was
out, Alan Gibbs singled in one
for a 2-1 Murray lead before
Chavis aided his own cause
with a two-run single.
. Murray. made it 7-1 with
three more in the sixth, the big
blow being Bob Thurman's
two-run double.
Both teams had five hits in
the contest.
In the opener, Thurman lost
his first game of the season
though he pitched well enough
to win. He was hurt by four
errors from his Murray
teammates. Thurman, who
gave up just six hits, falls to 3-
1 for the season.
Four of the six hits off
Thurman came in the top of
the third but they were all
after a leadoff error then an




I' )iversity Church of Christ
11.6 North 15th Street
Murray, Ky. 42071
"Is there life after death?" This is a legitimate
question, and one that is constantly being
raised. How many of us have pondered an
even more significant question: "Is there life
after birth?" It is an exercise in futility to think
about life a'ter death, until one has first found
life after birth. Until and unless life is worth
living, it isn't worth living at all. What a dif-
ference it ma kes if youhave everything to live
with. but nothing to five for!
There is life worth living, irecause it is
multi-dime-isional. It is the btct life of two
worlds - this one and the one to come. It is
eternal, which means that one who has it is
living to live forever. It is not "a cheap life," for
it was purchased at an awful price. It is offered
free and equal to al/At 'requires life_tor life,
and it results in the gain of life. Christ, the Son
of God, is that life! (John 10:10: Colossians 3:4;
Matthew 16:24-26; I John 5:11,12).
It's the greatest thing in the world
to be • Christine.
• - Murray had taken a'1•0 lead
in the home half of the first as
Bill Wilson hit the second pitch
of the game into the bleachers
In leftfield.
Murray made it 4-2-with a
single run in the . last of the
third. The run scored without
the aid of a hit. Jackson added
one in the lift_ guitvio more
in the sixth to take a 7-2 lead
into the last of the seventh.
Danny Rogers opened the
home half of the seventh for
Murray by getting hit by_a
pitch and after one waS out,
Thurman doubled in a run.
Alan Gibbs followed with a
two-run single to make it a 75
game but that was all Murray
could get.
Thurman fanned three
batters and did not issue a
walk.
Murray will take a break
over the holiday and resume
action with a single game at
Paducah Wednesday. Friday,
Murray will play one at
Clarksville before hosting




Wilson-If 2 3 1
Thurman-p 3 1 2
Gibbe-cf 3 0 1
M. McCuiston-c 3 0 0
Oakley-3h 4 0 2
Cherry-lb 3 0 0
Utley-2b 3 0 0
Rogers-as 2 1 0
Robertson-rt 3 0 '0
Totals 2656
Jackson WM 012 0 741




Wilson-If 2 2 0
Taylor-3b  I 2 1
Thurman-as 2 1 1
Gibba-rf 3 0 1
Clovis-9 3 0 1
M. McCuiston-lb 3 0 0
Cherry-c 3 0 0
K. McCuiston-cf 1 0 0
Oakley-ph, rf  2 1 1
Rogers-2b  1 0 0
.. Stms-2b '  1 1 0
Totals 22 7 5
Jackson
Murray _
001 001 0 2-5-1
000 043 I 7-5-2
TRACK
HELSINKI, Finland -
Samson Kimombwa of Kenya
set a world record in the 10,000
meters with a clocking of 27
minutes, 30.47 seconds, just,
beating Briton Dave Bedford's
longstanding record of
27:30.80 on the second day of
the World Games at Helsinki's
Olympic Stadium.
Murray Swimmers Drop
Close Meet To Paducah
Carat:0- , surninet vacations,
etc. have left their mark on
the Murray American Legion
baseball team .and now they
are taking their toll on the
Murray Swim Team,
The local swimmers, far
from being at full strength as
a number of top swimmers
were missing at the Murray-
Calloway Park pool Thursday,
lost a-tough 312-296 dual meet
to Paducah.
Murray led for much of the
meet but Paducah pulled
ahead in the late events. The
two teams were never
separated by more than 15 to
20 points during the meet.
The -girls had some out-
standing performances.
Laura Farris, Charlotte
Shroat and Martha Pitman all
Picked up three individual
wins. Farris was in the eight
and under group, Shroat in the
12' and under and Pitman in
the 14 and under.
Also for the girls, Lisa,
Farris, swimming in the 10
and under division, won two
events.
The only boy to win more
than one event was Eric
Abazorif who won three events
in the eight and under com-
petition.
Next Thursday, the Murray
Swim Team will host a four-
team invitational meet. The--
meet is tentatively set to start




Here are the complete
Murray results from
yesterday's meet:
• - SOW Man
VW* le*
8 and under: 1. Laura Farris, Marla
Walston, Liz Marquardt and Shannon
Christopher. .
10 and under! 2. Lisa Farris, Leslie
Franklin, Erin Burke and Mel Jackson
3. Vonny Hayes, Heidi Barrett, Margy
Burchfield and Wenn Callahan.
12 and under: 1. Charlotte groat
Suzanne Pitman, Anne Schowdeldt and
Missy Connor.
11111SCHS




















































P. N. HIRSCH & CO.
Olympic Plaza Open 9:30 to 8:00 Daily 1-5 Sunday
•
14 and under: I. Christine Grogan,
Mary Duvall, Martha Pitman and Kathy
Walston.
15-18: 2. Robyn Ray, Julie Billington,
Kathy May and Leslie Hunter.
hose*
6 and under 1. Meg CappoCk. 3. Mary
Morgan.
and wider 1. Lew* Farris. 2. Shan-
non Christopher
10 and under, 1. Lisa Farris. 3. Mel
Jackson.
12 and under 1. Charlotte Shroat. 2. tie
-, between' -.Missy Mobley and Anne
Schoenfeldt.
14 and under: 2. Mary Duvall.
15-111:' Robyn"Ray.' 3. Julie
Bn
Osestrues -
II and under 1. Laura Farris. 2. Charts
Walston. 3. fluffy Fitts.
under 1. Lisa Farris. 2. Vanity
12 and under 2. Kelly Thomas. 3. Lori
Schanbacher.
• 14 and under . 2 Paulette Kelly. ,
15-11: 2. Emily Gore.
11.41**WiAlty
land under. 1. Char-la Walston.
10 and wider: 2. Lisa Ferns 3. Erin
Burke.
12 and under: 1. Charlotte Shroat. 3.
Anne Sclibenfelik.
14 arid under: 1 Martha Pitman.
15-18: 2. Robyn Ray
Orveritras -
land wider: L Laura Farris. 2. Cher‘
Walston.
10 and under: 2. Leslie Franklin.
12 and wider: 1. Suzanne Pitman.
14 and under: 1. Martha-. Pitman. 2.
-Kathy Walston
15-18: 2. Julie Billington.
brews,
8andunder: 1. Shannon Christopher.
3. Meg
10 and 2. Leslie Franklin. 3.
Mel Jackson.
12 and under: 1. Charlotte throat. 3.
Missy Connor.
14 and wider: L Martha Pitinnii.„
15-18: -1. --Robyn - Ray 1. Jtelle
Billington.
. ion
8 and under: 1. Charla Walston, Meg
Cappock, Shannon Christopher and
Laura Farris.
10 and under : 1. Leslie Franklin, Mal
Jackson, Erin Burke and Lisa Farris. 3.
Vanity Hayes, Heidi Barrett, Kelleen
Callahan and Mara Burchfield,
12 and under I. Missy Mobley,
Charlotte Shroat, Swim* Pitman and
Missy Conner. 3. Shawn Harrington. Tif-
fany Taylor, Whitney Teylor and Anne
Schoenfeldt.
14 and under: 1. Mary Duvall. Marthapitman, Christine Grogan and Kathy
Walston. 3. Lin Russell, Diane Adalna,
Paulette ICE1Ylend Janis Lents.
15-18: 2. Robyn Ray, Julie_ Billington,
Emily Gore and Debbie Henry 3 Leslie
Hinter, Denise Rutherford, Kathy May
and Sharon Snyder. . _
son' amen •
iledbv Vein
8 and wider: 2. Eric Easley. Woody
Callahan, Ricky Jobs and Eric A bazord.10 and under7.-CErisfrankhn, Jim
Whitlow, Red Marquardt and John
Heiteell.
12 and wider T. Nicky Sentagado, Rob
Marquardt.Mike Hollowey and Tim
Bur
14 and under, I. Ahdy Dunn, Mark
whiseford, Kent Eversneyer and Mark
Himont
1541: Mike Hibbanl, Chip Furches,
Clay-Lurches and Mark Whiteford"
freolVII
Sand under: 1. Tripp Mx
land wider: 1. Eric Abazorf-1 Eric
Easley. • •
10 and wider: I. Chris Franklin 2. Rob
Marquardt. -
Itand wider: 1. Ricky Santagado
14 and under: 1. Robert Santagado.,L.
Mark Whiteford. 3. Andy Dunn
15-18: 2. Mike Hibbard.
Ilvd.trels
1. Eric Abazoetf
'fiend under: 2. Chris Franklin
ITItid wider: 3. Mike Holloway
14 And under: 2. Kent Everanyer. 3.
Mike-Sykes.,
15.111, 2. Clay Lurches.
learldwal Illearr
Send =Owl 2. Woody Callahan.
band antler: 3. Chris Franklin.
12 and wider: 3. Ricky Siana.
14 and under: 2. Mark WW.d. ord
1548: 2. Clay Furcbes.
Ilremaasbe
W and under: 3. Chris Franklin.
12 and wider: 1. Wiry Sentagado.
14 and under: 2. Mark Husswo. 3. An-
dy Dunn.
16-18: 2. Chip Furches.
and under: Swis41. Eric Abazorif. 3.
Woody Callahan.
12 and under: 3. Mike Holloway.
14 and wider: 2. Mark Whiteford. 3.
Robert
15-18:.11141)1 rcbse.
8 and under:Pirrariol vBarrett, Eric
Easley, Tim Greer and Eric Ahmed.
10 and wider: 2. Rob Marquezdt, Eric
Abasorif, Jim Whitlow sad Chris
Franklin.2 andl under: 2. Ricky
SChris Franklin, Mike Holloway TchiCt 
Burchfield.
14 and wider: I. Mark Whiteford,
Robert Santagado, Melly Santagado and
Andy Dom.
15-15:2. Chip Lurches, Clay Lurches,
Robert Santagado and Ricky Santagado.
Wimbledon Finals Poetic Justice
As Borg And Connors To Collide
WIMBLEDON' (AP) -
Fittingly, the men's singles
final in the centenary
Wimbledon has come down to
Jimmy Connors against Bjorn
Borg.
They are considered the wo
best players in the world.
: They are the top seeds,
Connors at No. 1 and Borg No.
2.
They are former Wimbledon
champions, Connors in 1974
and Borg last year.
And they do not like each
other much.
But they offer the thitst
tennis in the game today, and
their title match Saturday on
Wimbledon's famed center
court should provide an
appropriate climax to the
100th anniversary of the
sport's most prestigious
tournament ... a tournament
that this year has been packed
with excitement and draiha.
The woman's final, between
Virginia Wade, trying to
become the first Britisher to
win the title since 1969, and
Betty Stove, the first player
from The Netherlands to
GLIDING ALONG-Kelly Thomas, swims*, in the girls' 12
and ender &vision, displays her form in the backstroke. She
tooi a second piece in the event for Murray.
reach the last round, Was to be
held today, with Queen
Elizabeth II among the
spectators.
While the woman's
championship match was a
battle between two steady,
consistent veterans - Miss
Wade is 32 and Miss Stove 31
- the men's final was
expected to be a classic
between two, hard-hitting,
flawless youngsters -
Connors is 24 and Borg 21.
The controversial Connors,
from Belleville, Ill., playing
with his fractured right thumb
heavily bandaged, needed 2
hours, 40 minutes to beat
gritty, 18-year-old
phenomenon John McEnroe of
Douglaston, N. Y. 6-3, 6-3, 4-6,
6-4 in Thursday's opening
men's semifinal.
Then? the thin, cat-quick,
long-haired Borg outlasted
tough Vitas GeruTaitis of
HowarcLBeach, N.Y. 64, 3-6, 6-
3, 3-6, 8-6 in a sizzling 3 hour,'
10-minute duel that was
considered one of the best
matches on the All-England
Club's center court in years.
The results set up the
eagerly awaited Connors-Borg
confrontation, the 10th
meeting between the court
masters, but their first ever at
Wimbledon. Connors leadithe
series 7-2, including a victory
in last year's U.S. Open final
atrorest Hills.
Borg, seeking to become the
first man to win two
-consecutive Wimbledon titles
since Australia's John
Newcombe did it in 1970-71,
called his match against
Gerulaitis the best he
had played since beating Rod
Laver of Australia in five sets
in the 1975 World
Championship Tennis final at
Dallas.
McEnroe, the youngest
player 'ever - to reach the
semifinals and the first to
make it from the qualifying
ranks, was unhappy about not
making the final, although he
had proven the sensation of
the tournament
"I didn't go out there to be
respectable," he said after
losing to Connors,the world's
top-ranked player. "I went ont
there to win."
NOME!
In order that we and our ern-
, pkiyees may have a short vacation.
Rudy's
Restaurant
will be closed the week of July 4th and will re-
open at 8 a. m. Monday July 11th.
We hope this will not be too much of an in-
convenience to our wonderful customers.
Thanks very Much
Mike and David Lyme
July 11-16, 1977
at the Jayce Fairgrounds
.FR1DAY, JULY 8,1977
7:30 P.M. Beauty Contest - Lovett Auditorium
MONDAY, JULY 11, 1977 -
5:00 P.M. - 4-H Rabbit Show
7:00 P.M. - Official Opening
700 P.M. - 4 WheelDritie Pull
TUESDAY, JULY 12, 1977
10:00 A.M. Jersey Ciattieh ow
. 7:00 P.M. -- Demolition Derby
WEDNESDAY, JULY 13, 1977 '
10:00 A.M. Holstein-Friesian Cattle Show
5:00 P.M. -- Open Rabbit Show
7:00 P.M.  All American Rough Riders
* Fire Works
1:00 P.M. - Kiddies Day
6:00 P.M. 4-H g FFA Dairy Show
7:00 P.M. Horse & Mule' Pull
FRIDAY, JULY 15,1977
10:00 A.M. - Beef Ciiittie shows
5:00 P.M. - Family Nighi
7:00 P.M. - MusikrShoW
t ,
SATURDAY, JULY 16, 1977
10:00 - Hog Show
10:00 A.M. -.Farm Bureau Day •




v Horse & Mule Pull
iKy. Lake Music Barn Show
- t • - 10."































SWIM TRIPP - Tripp Nix swims merrily along tie way and bobs ug and dews in the water in
doing the butterfly in the eight gad_ander individual medley relay. In the I. M., a youngster does
one lop of each of the foili basic strokes. Nix didn't place in the event, besides, be was swim-
ming a bit over his head: he's only'six years old. He did win in the six end under freestyle.
(Staff Pitons by Iles ifill11011)
Schmidt Ties Recoid,
Cardinals Edge Cubs
_ ITY KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
The Philadelphia -Phillies'
fans really gave it to Mike
Schmidt this time - but it was
bouquets instead of boos.
Accustomed to jeers at
Veterans Stadium earlier this
season because of a poor start,
Schmidt got .a ,ostandin
ovation for a change Thur.
night.
He earned • it by tying a
National: League home run
record for June with his 14th
.•
homer of the month as the
Phillies beat the Pittsburgh
Pirates 8-1.
The rare ovation for the
third baseman caught him
. short.
"I was in the runway and
didn't even have a hat on,"
said Schmidt, explaining his
delay in responding to the
Ions' noisy salute.
Schmidt tied the mark set
• by Ralph Kiner of the Pirates
in 1947. The major league
record of 15 is shared by Babe
Ruth ( 1930 ), Bob Johnson
(1 934 ) and Roger Mans
1961. -
In other National League
games, the St. Louis Cardinals
defeated the Chicago Cubs 2-1,
• the Atlanta Braves trimmed
the Los Angeles Dodgers 5-4;
the New York Mets. edged the
'Montreal4Expos 4-3, and, the
Cincinnati Reds outscored the
San Francisco Giants 11-5.
The Phillies helped left-
bander Steve Carlton to his








Hernandez 'against Reitz and •
the St. Louis' infielder' hit -a
grounder to second basodin
Manny Trillo on which the
Cubs just failed to convert into
an inning ending double play.
Braves 5, Dodgers 4
Darrel Chaney's run-
scoring single off Los Angeles
relief ace Charlie Hough in the
bottom of the ninth boosted
Atlanta Over the Dodgers.
Gary Matthews had tied the
score 4-4 by leading off the
ninth with his 10th homer of
the season. With one out, Jeff
Burroughs walked and went to
third on Biff Pocoroba's
doable, setting up Chaney's •
winning hit off a Hough
knuckleball.
_Mets 4, Expos 3
Lee Mazzilli streaked home
from third with the winning
run on Mike Vail's roller in the
ninth inning as New York
came from -behind and
defeated Montreal. -
Mazzilli, who entered the
game as a pinch runner in the
seventh, led off the ninth with
a double off Montreal's Steve
Rogers advanced to third on
Joel Youngblood's sacrifice
and scored-as pinch hitter Vail
grounded out slowly to third.
Reds 11, Giants 5
losses with -a four-run-lirst
inning, keyed by Bake
McBride's leadoff triple and a
two-run homer by Garry
Maddox. Larry Bowe singled
home McBride, took third on
Schmidt's sinxle and scored
on a sacrifice fly. Schmidt
tallied on Maddox' seventh
homer. -
Cardinals 2, Cubs 1
Ken Reitz' grounder scored
Tony Scott from third in the
ninth inning, lifting St. Louis
over Chicago. Scott singled
with one out off Chicago's
Willie Hernandez and raced to
third on a hit by Ted Simmons
before Keith Hernandez was
intentionally walked, loading
the bases. _
• Dan Driessen drove in four
runs and Joe Morgan scored
five times, leading Cincinnati
over San Francisco: The hot-'
hitting Eiriessen, who has
driven in 12 runs in his last 10
games, raised his average to




opening day of the Greater
Milwaukee Open was
postponed due to rain. The
start of the 72-hole tournament
Was rescheduled for Friday
morning. Thirty-six holes will
be played on Sunday to make
up for the lost round.
Astros, Cards Win
Paul Reuschel relley.eci •
In Kentucky League
The ' Astros and Cards
picked up wins in Kentucky
League contests Thursday
night.
In the opening game, Gabe
Amos hurled five innings and
struck out eight batters as the
Astros took an 11-3 win over
the A's.
The Astros started off right
with four runs in the home half
of. the first with Amos and
John McFerron doubling in
.runs and Phil Billington
driving in one with a single.
• For the Astros, who are npw
7-3 on the season, Amos had
two hits while Chuck Adams,
John Mark Potts, Billington
and McFerron all had one hit.
For the A's, who are 2-8,
Robert Hopkins had two hits
while Steve Hatton added one.
In the nightcap, the Cara
won 11-4 over the Cubs. The
Cubs-are wirdEss in 10 garnet
while the Cards are 8-2.
Steve Malone started on the
hill for the Cards but Mark
McClard, whd pitched three
shutout innings, got the win;
as the Cubs failed to get a hit.
Rick Grogan, Jimmy Kelly,
Brad Newsome, Monty
Morton and David Bray all




The Yanks" and Twins
grabbed wins in Park League
contests played Monday
-evening.
In the opener, the Yanks ran .
their season record to 9-2 vrith
a 40-15 win over the Astros,
who are 3-8.
For the Yanks, Jerry
Eldridge, Bill Maddox. TM'
Robinson, Jimmy Baker and
Mike Misehlernan all had five
hits while David Lusk, Eric
Easley and Tim Greer had
four. Troy Litcbforcl, Aaron
Barrett and John Mark Morris
added three hits while Trice
Seargent had two.
For the Astros, Jay
Thompson paced the attack
with four hits while Mitch
Fain, Erie Knott and Chris
Burpo had three hits. With two
hits were Charles Hamptoa,
Mark Whitaker, Dusty Dar-
nell, Sean Ross, David Sykes
and Eric Faivre while Mark
Galloway and Carl Keesler
had one hit apiece.
In the second game, the
Twins upped their seasen
record to 4-7 with a 104 win
over the 3-9 Mets.
For the TWins, Jim TriPP,
Chad Harner,' Troy Un-
derwood and Sean Morris all
had three hits while Mark
Miller and Don Brock had two
hits. With one hit were Patrick
Gupton, Richard Stout, David
Whiteford, Mickey Brown,
Scott Lance and Jason Woods.
The only homer of the game
was hit by Troy Underwood.
For the Mets, Rodney
Skinner and Mike Garland had
three hits while Jarred White,
Fred Jones, Tony Wade, &Iffy
Fitts, John Imes and Angela
Whited all had two hits. With
one hit for the Mets were Mike
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New and used car sales will be bpen as usual
Dwain Taylor Chevrolet
641 South- 753-26 1 7
Major League
Standings
By The Associated Press
American League
East
W L Pct. GB
Boston 41 31 .569 -
N V'ork 42 33 .560 1/2
Balt 39 36 .520 31/2
Cleve. 36 35 .509 41/2
Milwkee 36 38 .486 6
Detroit _ 34 38 .472 7
Toronto 28 45. .384 131/2'
West
Minn 42 32' .568 -
Chicago 40 32 .556 1
38 35 121 31/2
Calif 36 35 .507 4,2
Texas 35 37 .486 6
Oakland '2,32 41 .438 9
Seattle 34 45 .430 10'2
Thursday's Results
Cleveland 4, Baltimore 2, 6'2
innings
New York 11, Toronto 5
Boston at Detrot; ppd. rain
Only games scheduled
Friday's Games
Baltimore (Palmer 8-8) at 1
Boston ( Cleveland 6-3), ( n )
texas (Alexander 6-5). at To-
ronto (Byrd 0-1),(n)
Kansas City (SPlittorff 6-5) at
Cleveland (Waits 5-0), (n)
Detroit (Hiller 4-8) at New
SKON0 Pua -Rob Marlowe dose his leg in Het 12 and
under medley relay for boys. Morgenrdt is swimming the but-
terfly. blowsy took. seemed piece in the stem.
Rod Carew Uses Off-Day




(AP) - After years in the
shadow of home run king
Harmon Killebrew and
slugger Tony Oliva,
Minnesota's Rod Carew is
relishing the national fame he
considers long overdue.
"I don't really think I've
gotten the proper recognitiori
over the years, but there's
nothing! can do about it," said
Carew, who is making the
strongest assault in nearly
four decades on the hallowed
.400 mark in baseball.
Carew, 31, has won a spot on
the American League's
starting All-Star team in each
of his 11 seasons, but post-
season honors have eluded the
five-time AL batting king.
"I know -what's coming
now," continued Carew, who
carries a .411 average into the
Twins' game at Chicago
tonight. "It's great, the
television networks have
swelled the ranks of
journalists besieging Carew;
Twins' Manager Gene Mauch
isn't worried that his star
player will be distracted by
the commotion.
Even if he buckles
momentarily under the daily
pressures of trying to
maintain his .400-plus
average, Carew has built such
an extraordinary lead that
he's practically assured of a
sixth batting championship.
In fact, if he somehow went
hitless in the 18 games prior to
the All-Star break, Carew
probably would still lead the
league in hitting. Figuring on
an expected 58 times at bat, a
hitless Carew still would have
a .343 average. On the other
hand, he needs 20 hits in the
projected 58 attempts to carry




publicity and everything, but-escapes the limelight at every
there'siust so much I can do." opportunity.. He. took
„Although reporters from advantage of 'a day off
Time, Newsweek, Spoils Thursday to picnic with his
Illustrated, People and family.
Cliff Johnson Homers





Johnion, "is going to the plate
four times a night."
So it would seem that going
to the plate five times, as he
did Thursday night, would
make Johnson absolutely
giddy. Not so.
"I'M not gOnnii.get too high
when I'm going good or too
low when I'm going bad;"
Johnson said after slamming
three home runs, including a
record-tying two in an eight-
run eighth-inning as the New
York Yankees pounded the
Toronto Blue Jays 11-5.
In the only other American
League game Thursday' night;
the- eleveland Indians
defeated the Baltimore
Orioles 4-2 on Wayne
Garland's five-hit pitching
aud Dufry'S Sao
homers. The game was called
after 6,1 innings because of
rain.
"Three home runs doesn't
mean anything if you don't
come back the next night and
help the club," Johnson said.
Johnson, acquired June 15
from Houston for two minor
leaguers and a player to be
named later, will get plenty of
chances to help the Yankees
this wePirenri when they return
home to face three left-
handers in fourgames agains
Detroit.
His three homers came as a
designated hitter, but Johnson
has played first base and the
Outfield and done some
catching during his career.
And, says Manager Billy
Martin, Johnson will be the
DH against certain right-
handers.
Johnson was hit by a pitch
from loser Jerry Garvin in the
second inning, hit a solo
homer in the fourth, walked in
the sixth, homered starting
the eighth and capped the
eight-run inning with a two-
run homer off Jerry Johnson
after the Toronto reliever
brushed him back with a high
inside pitch.
Johnson thus became the
18th player in major league
history to hit two home runs in
one inning, and the first
Yankee to do it since Joe
Pepitone in 1962. The last
American Leaguer was
California's Rick Reichardt in
1966.
The Yank:S' big inning also
included a solo homer by Lou
Piniella and a three-run shot
by Thurman Munson, who
drove in the game's first run
with a sacrifice fly.
Meanwhile, Catfish Hunter -
scattered seven hits and
allowed only one run until the
Yankees built a comfortable
10-1 lead in the eighth.
At Cleveland, Garland, 5-8,
struck out four, walked one
and retired the last 11
Baltimore batters. The loser
was Ross Grimsley, 7-4.
Reds Take Win In
Softball Contest
In a makeup game in Junior
Girls (12-16) Softball play
Thursday night, the Reds won
over the Purple Flash, 11-9.
The Reds scored five times
In the first inning and never •
trailed despite a six-run rally
by the Flash in the bottom of
the sixth.
Pitching for the Reds was
Jenny Lovins. The Reds'
hitting was led by Torrya
Alexander with a homerun
w and Donna Rousse with three
hits.
Beth Taylor, pitching for
Flash, had three walks 4nd ,
one strike-out. Flash tOW
mates Beatty, Dick, Wright,
Wells and Foster were all two









York ( Torrez 8-6), (n)
Minnesota ( Butler 0-1 ) at Chi-
cago (Knapp 6-4), (n)
Oakland (Mitche110-2) at Cal-
ifornia (Ross 2-5), (n)
Milwaukee (Haas 4-5) at
Seattle (Wheelock 4-4) (n) _
National League
East
• ..W L' Pct. GB
Chicago 47 24 .662 -
Phila 40 32 .556 7'2
S Louis 41 33 .554 7L2
Pitts 39 34 .534
It-York 31 42 AZ/ 17
Montreal 30 42 317 17';
West
Los Ang 50 26 .658 -
Chic' 40 33 .548 81/2
S Fran ---34-14S .442 161/2
Hous.on 33 43 • .434 17
S Diego 32 46 .410 19
Atlanta 28 47 .373 21'2
Thursday's Results
Cincinnati 11, San Francisco
5
New York 4, Montreal 3
Atlanta 5, Los Angeles 4
Philadelphia 8, Pittsburgh 1
St. Lbuis 2, Chicago
Only games scheduled
Friday's Games
New York (Matlack 3-8 and
ToBt12-2) at Montreal ( Bahnsen
1-2 and Stanhouse 4-7), 2, (t-n)
Pittsburgh ( Candeleria 84.)at
Philadelphia (Kaat 3-5), (n)
Chicago (Krukotf7:4) at St.
Louis (Falcone 34), (n)
Atlanta (Collins 14) at Hous-
ton atichard 64), (n)
Cincinnati (Norman 8-3) at
San Diego (Shirley 6-8), (n)
Los Angeles (Rau 7-1) at San
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Mets, Astros Winners
In Pony League Games
The Mets romped to an Mry win. while the Astros had s
tasgh one in Pony League action Thursday night.
.In the opener, Kim Wilson and the Mets moved down the
Qrioles 1402 and evened both teams at 1-1 for the second half
of he league race.
While Wilson was fanning nine men and giving up just two
hlts Thu McAlister was carrying the big bat for the Mets.
In the second inning, with the Mets leading 3-0, McAlister
uncorked a -three-run homer. Then in the _sixth inning,
McAlister drilled a two-run shot for the /Ads.
• McAlister finished with four hits and five RBI's in the con-
test while Kevin Calvin, Kim Wllsont Darwin Buniphis and
Rich Rollins all had two hits. With one hi was Darren
Fiopper.
-For the Orioles, Don Hargrove and Gary Starks each had a
hit.
In the second contest, the Astros struggled to a 9-8 win over
the Dodgers. Both teams are 1-1 in the second half. The
Astros play a makeup game tonight and that will determine
the champion of the first half of the season.
Down 2-1 after three, the Dodgers came up with four runs
in the top of the fourth to go ahead 5-2. Bob Frye drove in one
with a single While Tony Herndon had a two-run single for the
Dodgers.
But in the last of the fourth, the Astros mine up with three-
runs and tied the score. The only RBI hit was a double by Ed-
die Requarth.
The Astros scored three in the last of the fifth to go up 11-5
with Chris Fazi and Requarth singling in runs then in the six-
th, the Astros added one more for a 9-5 lead. - -
The Dodgers got three runs in the top of the seventh, two on
a triple by Mitch Paschall, and closed to within 9-8 but the
game ended with the Astros pulling off a doubleplay and en-
ding the Dodger rally.
For the Astros, Requarth had three hits while Walter
Payne, Mark Denham, Mark Ails, Joe Hartman, Jamie
Morganti and Chris Fazi all had one hit.
For the Dodgers, Tony Herndon had three hits while Bob
Frye added two. With one hit for the Dodgers were Ricky
Barrow, Lynn Lee and Mitch Paschall.
Reds, Astros Winners
In Little League Play
• • • •The Reds d Ast gamed wins in Little League contests
played Thursday.
In the first game, the Reds smacked the A's 18-81n a game
called after four and one-half innings. -
The Reds scored nine times in the first with Steve Vincent
and Chris Young each getting-two-run • singles while David
McMillen and Jeff Downey each had one-run singles.
.McMillen had a miwr night at the plate for the Reds as he
drilled four hits and ai,ye in a total of five runs. He had three
singles and a triple.
• Jeff Downey had three hits and knocked in three runs while
Etiris Young had two hits and three RBI's. Jim Outland and
Steve Vincent each had one hit for the Reds.
, The Reds are 3-2 for the second half of the season and 8-4
(*rail. The A's are 2-3 and 4-8.
For the A's, Russell Garland, Harry Weatherly and Kelly
Cajvin all had one hit.
In the second contest the Astros won a 10-3 game over the
Oirds•
THai Orr went the distance on the mound for the Astros and
gotched the win. He fanned seven battai.
The Cards scored three in the top of the third to go up 3-1
with Brian Doyle driving in one with a double. But in the
hstro fifth, nine runs crossed the plate and that was enough
far victory.
Jon Billington drove in three runs in the frame, two with a
triple and one with a single. His hits were the only ones in the'
inning Tor the Astros.
Billingtai's two hits were half the Astro hit total. Dave
Denton and Ron Frye also hit safely. For the Cards, Ravid
Seaford, Brian Doyle and Davi4Jork all hit safely with
Seaford and Doyle picking up two hits apiece.
The Cards are 0-5 for the second half and 4-8-overall while
the Astros are 2-3 and 2-10-..
Tonight, a battle of undefeateds will highlight the action as
the 4-0 Pirates meet the 4-0 Yanks in a 6p. m. contest. The .
other game will pit the Cubs against the Twins.





STARTING 9 AM, JULY 5
WOULDN'T YOU REALLY RATHER HAVE
A BIG VILLA APARTMENT AT
DAYTONA BEACH
FOR THE PRICE OF A ROOM
Enjoy your own prrratCvitla at the World's
• Most Famous Beach. 70 minutes from
Disney World. We have bus tours. 3
famous resturants; The Tropics, Hong
Kong, Swedish House.
Each villa completely .equipped-Tdi
• \ housekeeping, air conditioned,
with spacious lawns, room
telephones, TV, shopping center.
OCEAN BATHING
2 swimming pools, recreation hall,
1. playground. Golf, tennis privileges.
MAn easy drive to all Florida 'ac.
tions. Pets welcome. Fishing, Jai-
Alai, Auto/Dog Racing.






nei*e 1041 $77-0401 2
4.A
Villa for the
price of a room
„130 wtVilla for 4
(110 of 305 volts)
• For free color brochure and information tar.te
EltINOR TRIAGE RESORT Dept. #730
ORMOND BEACH, FLA. 32074
Name _ _
Addrill
▪ Cl. Mate Z4) _
▪ ........ alb v. • no mi
a
a
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savings at Big K!
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A starter Alike in the Marx
4orld of Mini to Big Wheels,















Large, heavy duty, 21-q- uart blue enamel can-




















In regular, oily, .extra body.












Includes jeep, canoe with 2,paddles, 1 motor,













Glass jars in :assorted
sizes for your canned
vegetables and fruits.
Re-use each year.
PINT JARS . 2.87
QUART JARS .
PINT JARS . . . 2ipo
CAA2OH
For canning low-acid 8 8
foods: Rack and,reCipe
book included. • - REG. 49.E8
9910n.-Sat. Bel
-Air Shopping Center






Your choice of six 1/2-pt.
size, eight 1-pt. size.
11/2-pt. size, four 10-gt. size-,






- Choose twenty-five 1 7ipt.
size, twenty 1-qt. size,
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Tom T. Hail To Be Featured At Kaintuck
Kaietuck Territory will
' present one of the top
country music songwriters
and performers — Tom T.
Hall in concert at 2:00 and
5 : 09 p. m. Sunday July 3rd.
This big and amiabk
Kentucky native is an
authentic American
balladeer, traveling our
land, writing and singing
songs about people. As he
puts it, "I weite and sing
songs about the people I've
if..,met, the thinks I've done,
and the places I've been."
Tom T's subject is life —
from , the lyrics of
"Ravishing Ruby" • the
waitress, to "Pamela
Brown" about a lost -lave,
' to "I Flew Over Our-House
Last Night" about his wife,
to "I Love." about the
things that matter to him.
The words of "I Love,"
for instance, are a teibute
to little country streams,
Sunday School in May,
pictures of his friends, old
pickup trucks, little fuzzy
pups, tomatoes on a vine,
losers when they try and
leaves, in the wind. These
are the things that matter
to Hall.
The philosophy of Tom
T. Hall further emerges in
the lyrics of "Old Dogs and
Children, and Watermelon
Wine." It is the story of an
old black janitor in a-bar in
Miami Beach, Fla., who





• Baby Girl Peveto (Mother
Rhonda), Rt. 3 Bx. 110, Driver,
Tn.
DISMISSALS
Gerald L. Carroll, Rt. 3, Bx.
390, Murray, Jerry D. Barrett,
Rt. 1, Murray, Miss Carol S.
Henson, Rt. 4, Benton, Bobby
J. Carson, Rt. 5, Murray, Mrs.
Marie B. Hicks, Rt. 5, Bx.
2018, Murray, Don H. Long,
1207 Peggy Ann, Murray,
Kenneth M. -Kellar, 116
Riviera Cts., Murray,. Mrs.
Velma E. Birdsong, Bx. 137,
Hardin, Miss Teresa A.
Gardner, Ftt. 8, Murray, Obert
Garland, 7tr-Story, Murray,
Thomas T. Ahard, 749 Riles
Ct., Murray, Carl Edwards,
Rt. 2 Bx. 59, Murray, Mrs.
Louise Hornbuckle, 215-72. 2nd,
Murray, Robert D. McKinney,
Rt. 1, Dexter, Milford L.
Mathes-, Rt. 2 Bx. 181, Murray
Ray Lamb, Rt. 1, Murray, J.
Earl Childers, Bx. 81,
Poryear, Tn., Mrs. Pearl
Edwards, Rt. 2, Murray, Jack
W. Attkisson, Rt. 6 Bz. 161,
Murray, George W. Sparks,
Rt. 2, Cottage- Grovee





























639 S. 4th St.
Phone 753-9868
& 'summer I "Non V dihfir • miry
Polyester I inens, tra Pi rly ester
I 'ovens. I min uteri Designers '
told Hail late one night that
the substance of life is
old dogs, which won't
abandon you when you're
down; children, who are







.T's real uncle, tom
relate*, "That's what he
was called in Olive Hit!,
Kentucky. One day be was
coming down on a mule,
and my dad and some
others were working in a
field by the road. My dad
hollered, 'Hey, Lyin' Jim,
tell us a lie.' Jim gave my
dada stern look and said. 'I
ain't got time now. Year
motherts at the point of
death, and I'm riding to
town tight now to see if I
can get a doctor.' "He rode
on, and the rest of them ran
the whole two miles home
— and found their mother_
sitting on the front porch
shelling beans."
Although he won't admit
it, a certain sympethy for
folks in trouble creeps in ...
Hall's songs 860 reflectbis
great tolerance for people.
"Life is too short to' be
prejudiced," he says. "I
try to be realistic about
people._ Most are no worse
and no better than others."
A line in one of hie swigs
says. "Lord, if I judge 'em,'
let me, give 'em lots of
room." That 'seems to say
It pretty well. Tom T. Hail
says that life is a song and
he's spent this whole life
singing it! •
An exciting day at
Kaintuck Territory which
will include the concerts,
all the shows, rides, and
attractions at the park, are
covered by a one mice
admission. Kaintuck
Territory is located 5 miles
southwest of Kentucky








Kliigsmen, Jerry and The
Singing Gaffs, Dr. HOok •
and The Medicine Show;":"
Loretta Lynn, Don ;
Williams, The Rambos,
Wendy Bagwell, Jerry Lee "
Lewis, Bob Harrington,
Mickey Gilley, The Sneers
Family, Willie Wynn and
The Tennesseeeans,




Benton, Ky. 42025, or call .
(502) 527-1323 or 1304.
Sale Starts Saturday, July 2nd
SUMMER
ORIGINALLY SOLD FOR $1.99 TO $2.99 YARD!.
POLYESTER DOUBLE KNITS
• All from our Regular Stock
• Full bolts, 60" to 68" wide
• Fancies, Solids, Prints, etc.
• Harry, for this Great Knit Buy!
BLUE JEAN
DENIM
IF PERFECT WOULD SELL FOR $1.99 YD.
• 45 to 48" wide, Full bolts
• 100% Polyester Batiste & Ninons
• White, Offwhite & Fashion Colors
• Limited Quantity, Hurry for this!
Fli01
ULU ii
No es( eptions. Our Intire Slog Netter Spring
.3111.111Prir e. ( house horn •iir h tine intuit • as MI
mi0,0 „Polyester „C.A.:Mine... Printed
ns. mans 
All Advertised Prices good only as long as Present Quantities Last!




REG 50c 225 YD SPOOL
POLYESTER
THREAD
REG 4(4c R 1
NON-ROLL
ELASTIC
• 45" wide, Telma-Press
• Polyester' & Cotton
• Mid-Summer &
Transition Prin•
• 2 1610 yd. Dress Lengths
Iii'!
y141111
OUR ENTIRE STOCK OF $1.99 YD.
PRINTED
SEERSUCKER
• 54" Wide, Knit Back t
I • Leather-Look 
Vinylqq 
• All Wanted Colors
• Hurry, Limited Quantity
FABRIC MART
BE THERE TUESDAY. JULY 5th, FOR SAVINGS OF 500/o AND EVEN MORE!
master charge 204 W. WASHINGTON
-
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Schedules For The Week Of July 2 - July 8
TV GUIDE FOR SATURDAY -




6:30 -Somerrer 6:011-Swaseer Seesseter
6: 30 - Children' s Gospel
7.00- Tool, Jerry
7.30 - Mblioriovi
$00 - Seweby Doo
- Two I Mir/ I
7:30 - lahheriaw
7:55 -Schoolbags' Rock




7:00 -Sylvester & Twerly
7:30- Cleo Club
cog _ lees nom
gm_ yang&
85:0043 1 0Wriern










7:30 -Phi Pontiac9 All _ limy i so„&,..„
10:30 -loserTraie 9:30_ Kreffte Sopershew
9011111- 930 -Salem




9:30- Monte Swell11:30_6„4„,,d '
12:30- Racers
1:00- Woad Tones
10:30 - Stmorfrismis 10:00 -Space Ghost
11:00-Short Story 111:20 - Big Mho Little Mho
1130- Bendstosed 











2:30 -Outdoor Ads. Music
1' 3° 180T4
Ho - Iva City 5





5:30 - Newsivech -World a Sports 16:30-Bar s Nashville.
5:30
tog - goes Cretonne
6:31- Accost 2:30 -files6:00 - Musk HIM,
7:00 - Wonder Wows
--9-11410-1Ifondier
-News








3:301.u, Spocentanr11:00,-Fieviecoo-seprilty & sec&




















7:4111- TMary yler Meer.
A :30- MOM* 1
-kiss., Reck 7:M-Beb Newhea1 ,00 -PTI. Club
.0:0


















6.00 - For Black Woman
6,30 - Bible Baptist








1:00 - Wild Kingdom
1:3e- Music NMI Am.




7:00 -Six Million S litan
8:00- Movie
10:45- Newswatclo
11:15- Soo' of the City





7:30 - Day of Discovery
0:00-i.... lobes's.
Orol Roberts
9:00 - Gospel 1k.
10:00-Gilli9an
10:30 -MIASMIC Ilaill1111/













TV OUIDE FOR SUNDAY
WSM-4 WTVF-5
6:50-Firm Digest 600 - Smater Saftstur
7:00 -Dense the MOM' '7:00- Toiry I sewn
7:30-Jeff's Collie 7:30-Carl Tipton
11:00 - Nashville Gospel 11:00 -dimity Swagger,
1:30-Day of Discovery 8:30-James Robison
00 -Disneesiees in Faith 9:00-Ora Roberts
10:00 - Cosesseeity Worship 9:30- Two Rivers Baptist
10:30 - Atari: 10:30 - Maw of Power
11:00-Ebony Spectrum I 11:00 - Gospel Mew
11: 30- Mee the Press 12:00- Term Church






























10:30- Norold of Tooth
11:00-Accost


















7:30- Noreld of Truth






11:10-Lang Date My Feet
















DAYTIME TV SCHEDULE MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY
WNGE-2






10,00 -Don Ho Shoo
10 30 -Happy Days
11,00 Hews Center 1




1:30 - One Lauer-Live
2,00- Gentlfosp.
1.15- General Hospital



















4i00 M-Th MGM Thee.
























1:30 - Entergoncy One
5:25-Weather
5:30-News









10:00 - Desoblet Dare
10:30-love Of Life
11:00- Teeny And Rest
A :30 - Sowell for Ton
12:00N - %tieing Coe.
12:20PIA -Noon News
12:30- World Tens
1:30 - Goiausg Light
200-Al la The Family
2:30-Match Gana
3:00 - Gamer Pyle
































10:30- Lev. of Life
10:53- News
11:00- Tomei & Restless











•5:00- Tel the Truth
5:30-News
6:00-News '








11:00- Sts. of S. F









10:30 -Sts. of Sam hon.
12:45-Hews
WSM-4















































II:00- AV A 'VII
WPSD-6
6:30-$1:coos olosti..
7:00 - Mock Sheep
KFVS-12
6:00 -Nowt ;.


















9:00- Police Story i
10:00-Nevn 
,11:
10:30 - Teedge Show
12:00- Tomorrow
-













5:00-Nr A 'V II






... TV clUIDE FOR WEDNESDA1
WNGF-7


























8:30 _ mown., tioit .,
9:00 -Kingston Confidentiol40,0_0•In
10:30-Tonight Thew -













11:00- Rookies 10:30 -Rookie 12:00- Tomorrow
-Gionsmoke
11:45 10:30 - Tonight Show 10:30-Movie1,30- PTE Club
3-30 -lfewswesle 1
12:00-News -humid*








6 30- Name The Tem
1 .
7,100 - Kelm
7 30 - What's.Weltimmill



























9 00 - WestsideMelical
10-00 - Newsnintek
7:30- What's Happening















9:00- Wee Ode Medical
10:00-News





TV GUIDE FOR FRIDAY
WNGE-2 ‘
6 30-- "sava4 "l""1








7:00 --Sanfira a S"


















10:30- Towight Thaw 12v00- krenside
























7 p. m. - Options "Setting
National Priorities" How is
President Carter doing with
zero base budgeting? What
sort of health care programs
should we have, and ho* can
we control rising hospital
costs? What policies should
the government adopt toward
energy, environment, and the
cities? These are some of the
topics covered in Settling
National Priorities, The
Brookings Institution'a annual
analysis and alternative to the
federal budget:
Saturday, July 2
1 p. m. - WKMS $aturday
Opera Cherubini's "Medea" is
performed. MSU faculty
member Henry Bannon
describes the plot and stage
action.




• =II II•MP OMNI— M. •




Probably one of the largest
musical entourages in the
hiStory of rock music has been
dropped due to. heavy ex-
Penns. Yes, Emerson, Lake
and Palmer have dropped
their 70 piece symphony or-
chestra from the-tour that was
supposed to have lasted a year
and probably will still be going
after a year. One of the
reasons for the heavy expense
was that each member of the
orchestra was paid $460 per
week. Anyhow, the show must
go on.
Sunday, July 3 Along with this tour,
Note: Today is the first day --Emerson, Lake and Palmer
of our summer quarter
program schedule. If you
would like a copy, write: WK-
MS-FM, 3227 University
Station, Murray, KY 42071.)
8 p. m. - Folk Festival USA
-Sam Hinton in Concert"
Monday, July 4
8 p. m. - HOLIDAY
SPECIAL: "A Sousa
Odyssey" This program is
built-ground a concert given
by the United States Marine
Band and features many
"unknown" works by the
march king, John Philip
Sousa. Two intermission
features will also be heard. Lt.
Col. Jack T. Kline is the
director of the band.
Titeselayrikely 5 -
p. -m. National Town
Meeting ''1A New Look at
Taxes" with Senators Spark
Matsunago (D-Haw) and John
C Danforth (R-Mo).
Wednesday, July 6
8 p. m. - NPR Recital Hall
Pianist Jorge Bolet performs
many selections by Haydn,
Heger, Liszt, and Godowsky.
Thursday, July 7
7 p. m. - Pauline Prederiek
& Colleagues National Public




have released a two Lp set
that is really unique entitled,
"Works, Vol. I." The thing
that really is unique is that
by J. D. Lancaster
• di• . •
• • d=. NM. MM. IMO/ • ; =
Min..A.N. OMM,IMEM dir
each of the three have a solo
side of the two rei-ord set and
then one on the fourth side,
they all join forces with same
great music including the
great cut of musical variety
called "Pirates."
The album sounds more of
classical than it does rock and
especially great is Emerson's
performance of "Piano
Concerto No. 1" which sounds
like another Tchaikovsky.
Carl Palmer does a fan-
tastic job on the drums
especially on "L A. Nights"
and the remake of "Tank."
Then, Greg Lake does some
beautiful arrangements of
vocals especially "C'est La
Vie" and the pounding of




children's programs, some old
favorites and some new ad-
ditions are reeling out the
education while children are
reeling in the entertainment
on KET each Sunday morning.
"SeSame ,Street," "Electric
Company" and "Zoom"
brought home Ernmy Awards
-this year for best Children's
instructional prograsuning,
-best informational children's
series and best children's
entertainment series,
respectively.
"KET is responding to the
pleas of many parents who
have requested Something for
their: children to watch on
Sunday mornings," says
Sandy Welch, programming




programs for children and
adolescents between 7 a. m.
Tennessee Ernie Say's a
Lifestyle 'About Right'
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) —
At 58, Tennessee Ernie Ford
says life is shaping up just
about the way he wants it.
The "Ole Peapicker," as the
mellow-voiced country and
religious song stylist is known
to fans, said he's playing now
about as much as he's
working.
"I'm working about six
months out of the year," Ford
said in an interview.
"Sometimes there will be a
couple of weeks- when I won't
do anything but what 'want to
do" — like: "floating and
fishing on the Arkansas
River." •
"I'm quite an active man
yet — in diversified things. I
perform quite a bit, but not on





specials and talk shows and
appearing at state fairs and
Nevada casinos. This summer
he's planning a special to be
taped aboard a Mississippi
riverboat.
He has just signed a
contract with Word Records,
the biggest distributor
worldwide of religious music.
'Tye picked 11 good, old, Well-
known Gospel hymns that will
be our first, album for Word,
and we'll do that the first Week
in Jun," said Ford, who4Ca's
cut 83 albums.
"My faith has always been
very strong with me. I've
always loved religious music,
and I've sung it since I was 3
years old," said Ford, who
was raised a Methodist in
Bristol, Tenn.
"When I got into television, I
had the opportunity to present
this music in a way I thought
people wanted to hear it. It is
great music and you can smile
when you sing it — you don't
have to put on sackcloth and
sit in a pile of ashes."
His biggest hit was "16
Tons," the tale, of a hard-
working, pcior man who keeps
sinking deeper in debt. The
"great documentary folk
song," as Ford calls it, sold
seven million single records.
In Portola Valley, the
wealthy suburb 30 miles to the
south where he moved after
leaving his highly rated TV
series in 1961, Ford's personal
life revolves mostly around
neighbors, wife EllAty and the
-6haron Heights Golf and
country Club.
His two sons ale grown and'
are making their own careers
in Nashville, the unofficial"
headquarters for Ford's 'style
of music. Brion, 27, is married
arid singing; Buck, 25, • is
writing, producing and
performing.
That gives Tennessee Ernie
and Betty, his wife of 34 years,
"a brand new life," he said. A
lingering pain in the elbow has
curbed his golf game, but not
his domino-playing_ with
friends.
Ford said he likes being able
-tb pick and choose what to do
and when to do it. He said it
gives him more time for youth
work, leisure and spending
time with people.
The Mekong River is 2,600
























and 1 p. m. (CT) whe,Uthere is
little 'being offered to
children." /'
"SesameSfreet" airs at 7 a.
m. and ;4-a. m. (CT); "Mister
Rogere Neighborhood': at 8 a.
/(CT); "Electric Corn-
ny" at 8:30 a. m. and 10 a.-
m. (CT); followed by "Zoom,"
"Studio See," "Rebop,"
"Inftniy Factory" and "Once
Upon A Classic" at half:hour
inte Is.
"It's something we've never
done before," emphasizes Ms.
Welch, "but we'd like to give it
a try. Other public television
stations who have changed to
this schedule are finding it
very successful."
•
The orchestration is' just
beautiful especially when they
use a big orchestra.
On the final side 'the best
cuts are "Pirates" and
"Fanfare For The Common
Man" in which. the group
performs together. Overall, it
is a pretty good set even
though it is not doing fan-
tastically well on the charts.
Disappointed
I was very disappointed that
. I could not get tickets to go to
the Eagles Concert and thus
give an eyewitness account of
the concert. Ugly rumors had
it that they were sold out plus
the fact the press was told by
one store they had to stand in
line with the rest to get tickets.
Anyhow, I heard from those
that were lucky that the
-• concert was fantastre- at,. the
Omni In Atlanta, Georgia
especially on Sunday night,
when, Steve Miller appeared
with' the Eagles on stage.
Mini Reviews
GRAHAM CENTRAL
• STATION — "Now Do-U-
Wanta Dance" answers a
simple question and that is
No! This is one of the worst
Lp's I've ever heard and the
group sounds like 'a warped
record. • .
HENRY MANCINI — His
latest endeavor called
"Mancini's Angels" is simply
great. Best cust are "Theme
from Charlie's Angels," "The
Moneychangers," "The Silver
Streak," and a 6½'tniiiüte 
from "Roots."
SHALAMAR — "Uptown
Festival" is one of the best
medley's of ten disco songs
I've ever heard by a three
member group. Great for
ilisco parties.
Renee Taylor and Joseph Bologna star in "Made Eor
Each Other," a sprightly comedy (which they wrote)










All The Newest Releases First!




The Lorges.t Selection of Topes•pnd A (bums in fliis oreo.
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Doctors Sew Back Severed Hand Of
South Dakota Surgeon After Accident
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) -
Doctors here have sewn back
on the left hand of a 45-year-
old South Dakota physican
who now has . hopes of
returning to the operating
room himself,one day, not as a
patient but as a surgeon again.
Dr. Noe Authier; who has
used a microscope for years in
eye operations, was cutting
timber with a chain saw in the
Black Hills two weeks ago
when "all of a sudden I saw
my hand on the ground," he
said in an interview Thursday.
His 12-year-old son Marc
had read ah article about the
microsurgeons at Jewish
Hospital here who specialize








13 Fertile spot 11
in desert
14 Before 16
15 Well matured 18
17 Unmarried 20
woman 2219 Newer -
2321 Employ
22 Interjection 25
24 Take unlaynujiy 27
Flesh 28
Hirider- 30
31 .---mnimlais pass 32
33 cry like cat "; 36
34 Cooled lava 38
35 Knock
37 Cry
39 Note of scale 41

































































43 Equality 55 Man's
45 Recorded in nickname
Order 56 Fruit drink
47 Regret 57 Petition
49 Apple rink 59 Time gone by
52 Jog 60 Drunkard
54 Weight of 63 Symbol for
India (p1) tantalum
Distr. by United 'mature Syndicate.
in reimplanting arms, legs,
hands and feet-that have been
severed inAccidents. -
The article noted that
severed' 'limbs, when ctit off
"cleanly," should be packed
in ice for preservation, and
that is what Marc did with his
father's hand.
"We had set up a saw up in
the mountains of the Black
Hills, up at a ski resort area,
where we were ripping some
timbers to prepare a private
ski cabin," Authier said.
"Somehow, the accident
happened, my left arm was
cut off just right above the
wrist.
"My son had read this
article, and he remembered it
very well," Authier said. "He
remembered the part about
packing it in ice. I felt rather
proud of him."
Authier said he contacted a
friend in Rapid City, S.D., who
was waiting when they came
down from the mountain.
Authier and his friend, Dr.
Conrad Blunck, flew to
Louisville, where the surgeons
at Jewish Hospital, headed by
Drs. Harold Kleinert and
Joseph Kutz, were waiting.
The hand was sewn back on
In a 14-hour operation, and.
Authier said his doctors are
"very satisfied with the way
things are going."
He said it will be six months
before he knows whether he'll
be able to use the hand again
and whether his days in
operating rooms are over. But
he hasn't lost hope.
"I'm keeping my fingers
crossed," Authier said. "It
his been very painful and all,
but when you see your arm on
the ground in the dust, you are
bound te feel better when it is
attached."
Kutz and Kleinert say in
similar cases, patients usually
regain -about 60 to 80 per cent
normal use of the reimplanted
limbs.
"I don't really know, and
they don't either,- whether I'll
be able tp operate again,"
Authier said. "I hope to do
surgery again, eventually, but
I am looking at the
possibilities as they develop.
When you talk about other
cases, what is successful for a
bricklayer, it's different than
fora microsurgeon, like me."
Insulation Exemption Called For
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) -
Homeowners should receive
an exemption for installation
of solar energy-equipment, an
official of the Homebuilders
Association of Kehtucky says.
Leonard Mills, executive
vice president, told a Special
Subcommittee on Energy
Thursday he supports the idea
of allowing solar equipped
homes to be assessed as if they
had conventional heating
systems, which cost less.
Mills said tax incentives are
needed to encourage
homeowners to install solar
equipment in place of or along
with conventional heating
systems, since the cost of
installing such equipment can
range from $2,000 to $4,000. -
"It can be a very heavy
burden on buyers of new
homes," he said.
Mills said studies indicate
solar power may not be that
effective in certain parts of
Kentucky, particularly in the
east, where there are fewer
sunny days. However, he said
he has found the public
acceptance of solar energy
much more widespread - and
coming much more quickly
than he had anticipated. •
Energy officials feel a tax
break is needed "to ease the
burden of the initial
investment," Stapleton said.
He said the exemption
should be offered for
.commercial, industrial and'












TREE TO GET AWAY
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may not be widely token
advantage of, since some may
feel it's not enough to
compensate for the increased
cott of the heating system.
The deputy commissioner
said another problem is that
solar energy won't provide 100
per cent of the energy needs in
Kentucky, so that an alternate
or backup system would be
needed..
But he said it was still an
idea worth encouraging.
"We've, got to do something,"
he said. •





conservation policies for: its
housing, irrcluding
experimentation with - solar
energy. He said HUD is
financing a $5 million pilot
program in 10 states to
denlop -solar hot water.
systems.
He said Kentucky was not
selected to participate.
The committee, to which all
energy-related legislation will
be referred, discussed what
can be done to increaSe energy
conservation 111 homes.
Mills told the panel that
builders already have taken
steps to cut monthly utility
bills by such eudirnentary
measures as • increasing
insulation and installing
double pane storrh windows.
He said most homes built
over the last -three to four
years will meet energy
conservation standards being
developed by the state ,and
federal government. -
Mills said he foresees
several problem areas In
developing and implementing
energy conservation policies.
He cited the conflicts
between a fire code.
construction codeand energy,
which would be at cross
purposes on a variety of items,
such as windows.
Mills said most fire codes
are concerned with
availability of exits, including
accessible windows, whereas
an energy code would be
concerned with reducing the
size and 'number of.-windOVis




bring us yours for extra
copies. Made from any
size into any size.
Wallets low as 24 cents, 8
x 10 $2.40. Fast service,
Artcraft, 118 South 12th,
753-0035. Free, parking




Holman Jones, 217 South
13th, phone 753-3128.
Would you Eke to ride
-04/ Chisch Bus to Sam,-
div School and roof-
sing worshe, services
at
Sinking Spring Baptist (brad




4000 BTU - 059.00 or
$13.00 per month; 5000
BTU - $189.00 or $14.00
per month; 6003 BTU -
$229.00 or $16.00 per
month; 8000 BTU -
$289.00 or $17.00 per
month; 10,000 BTU -





phone Sonya Futrell 753-
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service shop in this
area. Murray Lawn and






$2.98. Make latch hook
rugs and pillows for half
the price of pre-cut
yarn. 15 eer cent
discount to Senior
Citizens, Houle of
Thousands in " Fox
Meadows, South 18th ,St.
Murray's Newest Yarn






By F .1 L ,Blasingame. MI)
0: Mts. K.K. writes that her
• aughter was born pre-
maturely - about six or eight
weeks early. She had to spend
about a Week in a respirator to
assist her in her breathing.
urinal development in certain
prematures and further impair
adequate breathing.
Researchers appear to have
found a natural substance thas
can encourage or stimulate the
The mother wants to know if development of the lining of
prematurity increases risks in the respiratory tract, but this
luture life and predispctses her - material is not yet available
daughter to any particular dis- for general use. Such medica
eases.
,
• tion could prove to he a great
A: Prematurity is a- hazaixi----- aid because of the frequency of
in itself, but once it is overcome premature births and their
by living through it, no perma- trouble' with .inadequate
dent ill effects rk-etist. In other development of their respirato-
words, when prematurés are rv tracts..
gtven admitgite-raTe-37111-Sar-- -Premature infants require
vive, they can usually expect a diligent care in a. hogritaliours-
normal life and "catch up- ery during their early life. This
with infants born at term care is complicated and expen-
YOu mentioned difficulty in sive but is essential in many
breathing. This is often encoon- ' rases. Survival rates' have irn-
tered among premature in- pi:wed-4i recent years.
fants Some observers have felt of course, the best treatment
that the recuratory center of of prematurity is its prevention
the brain might not be ade- by assisting the pregnant
ouately -developed in some in- -pother- to carry her baby as
tants Others lack development near to term as possible. She is
the bcst'ai1 most natural
"home" for 4he immature in,.
fan t Every ailditional day that
the mother can carry her baby,
the better its chances of sur-
vival on its own.
1977 I hied F where Sweetie it
• -
Of the epithelial lining of the
respiratory tract, so that ox-
ygen is not readily exchanged
in the lungs and waste prod-
acts are not readily thmwn off
Sometimes portions of the
lungs lag behind in their rum-
2 Notice
JESUS says in Mark
13:13. -And ye shall be
hated of all men fordny
name's sake: but he that
shall endure unto the
end, the same shall be
saved." And in Luke
9:62 "No man, having
put his hand to the
plough, and looking
back, is fit for: the
kingdom of God." For
further information
'consult your Bible. For
assistant call 753-0984.
BELTONE HEARING
AID Sales. Free service
on all makes. Open 9-1
daily, Monday-Friday.
Beltone of Benton, 1200
Poplar St., Benton, Ky.
Phone 527-8463.,














3 Card Of Thanks
THE FAMILY OF
Wilford Dumas wishes
to thank each, and
everyone for their
kindness, during the
death of our loved one..
Also thanks to the
Murray-Calloway
Hospital and Dr. Donald
Hughes for their kind-
ness. Special thanks to
the Rutledge Funeral
Home. May God blew
each and everyone. Cora
Dumas and Family




sympathy to us by
neighbors, friends, the
J. H. Churchill Funeral
Home, Brother R. J.
Burpoe and the Grace
Baptist Church choir
during the recent














WANTED - one ex-
perienced cook, one
experienced waitress,
cooks helper, and motel















MONEY TO LEND. 6 per




ween 5 and 9 p.m.--
Id Viani To Buy
PRESIDENTIAL
CAMPAIGN buttons
Call 753-7106 after 5 p
m
WOULD LIKE, to boy
registered wire haired
, Fox Terrier puppy. Call
753-5669.
Arficles For Sale
HEAVY DUTY 3 axle
trailer, 3...foot exhaust
fan, 71z .horse power
outboard--motor mot . Call436.n6
CONWLETF. LINE of
Ortho products. from
home pest control to
house plant food
Murray Lawn and
Garden, 200 E. Main.
j
15 Article, For Sale
AVAILABLE NOW.
Urethane foam. MI,
sizes, all densities. Cut
to your specs. West Ky.
Cabinet Co., 1203 Story
Avenue. 753-6767.
TOBACCO AND tomato
slicks, 13 cents each.
Call 489-2126 or 435-4263.
, -
SALE '- AIR Con-
ditioners. While they
last all deluxe models
with variable speed
fans, 9 position ther-








FOR SALE used air .
conditioners. We • also




bloom green and white.
For sale. 1401 Poplar St.,
Benton, Ky.,
HI NEIGHBOR! Tried
Blue Lustre for cleaning
carpets? It's super!
Rent electric sham-




first quality Latex Satin
Sheen, regular $8.25,
sale $6.00 per gallon.
H a trn a se irri-gress
enamel regular, $10,
sale, $8.00 per gallon:
Murray Lumber
Company, 753-3161.
11.5 CU. FT. GE white •
refrigerator. $299 or
$13.00 per month. For .
informakien call 753-
O59.
HUFFY 8 h. p. riding
mower, . ,,used - two
summers4300. Call 753-
7173.
12 HORSE POWER riding
mower. Almost new
motor. $400. 10 'speed
bike, $45. Call. 753-8333.
TRUCK LOAD Tire Sale.




$1.74 FE Tax, E78x14",
$19.42 plus $2.30 FE Tax,
F78x14", $20.15 plus
$2.44 FE Tax, G78x14"
or 15", $21.38 plus $2.60
FE, Tax, H78x15", $23.32
plus $2.85 FE Tax,
1.78x15", $25.76 plus
$3.13 FE Tax. Wide ones
with raised white let-
ters, G70x14" or 15", _
SZ8.: plu3 S2.87 F.E
G60x14" -or 15", $32.48
plus, $3.08 FE Tax,
Med*" or 15", $33.85
plus $3.58 FE Tax.
Truck tires - Hi way
- tread. 700x15", 6. ply,
$24703 plus $2:83 FE Tax,
750x16", 8 ply, $31.10
plus $3.59 FE Tax,
H78x15", $31.13 plus
$3.25 FE Tax. Tractor
type, 700x15", $28.04
plus $3.16 FE" Tax.
750x16', 8 ply, -(37 45
plus $3.95 FE Tax,
I.78x16", 8 ply, $41.25











dresser, full and half ,
beds, bedroom' suite, :
dinette„ odd -chairs,
metal shelf, bar stools,
white corner .desk and
chair, other desks, old







15.3 C11311,7 FOOT GE
white chest freezer. $349
or $18 per month. For
information call 753-
.0595.
HEAVY DUTY 18 pound
GE washer. Harvest
gold, with water level
control. For $299.00 or
816 per month. For in-
formation- call 753-0695.
•
-.••••••1111. - - -we -
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16 Horne Furnishings
FRIG I DA I R E electric
stoye, . harvest gold.
Conttnuous cleaning
- oven. Used 5 months.
$150. Call 753-4506.
USED- FRIGIDAIRE
refrigerator and 10 x fo
green carpet. Call 7.53-
3064.
- SINGLE iron bed,
washstand with original
tile. Complete Aladdin
lamp; fancy rocker. Call
753-8761.
ANTIQUES - Oak bed,
and oak men's chest.
Call 753-6479.
KENMORE gas dryer,
855- King- sue waterbed
with frame, $45, dining
table, $20, plastic chairs
50 cents. 753-8830, after 8
p. m.
FOR SALE used Singer
sewing machine, zig zag
and all 'regular -at-
tachments. Fully
guaranteed, sews
perfect. Full cash price,
32 9.50.. Call Martha.
Hopper, 354-8619 or








NEW EH -mini held 3,row
X- inch. Fits 31a and 615-






FOR SALE Ford tractor.
' --cltskT-bushog. 3
fork lift. 10 h.p. Johnson
motor, 16 ft. boat COT
753-7580 after 5.
WILL SELL or buy used
or new farm machinery
on Hardin 80 East. Call
437-4801.






cylinder. $8500. Call 898-
3429.





-1976- 18' SOMERSET tri-
hull Runabout. 18.h. p.
inboard-oiltboard. Fully
equipped. !Super clean.
* 55 running hours. Must
sell. Call 489-2318.
ILI .4%. lE" X
20. Sports Equipment
GALVANIZED pool, 6:
wide x 2' deep. $40. Call
753-0705 or 753-8391.
FOR SALE Pohtoon boat.
CalL489-2460.
1969 SEA KING1 boat, 15'
with 1972 Chrysler 20 h.
p. motor. New battery,




trailer and . 18 horse
Evinrude motor. $300.
Also 1969 VW bug, runs
good, $400. Before noon
call 436-2179.
25' HOUSEBOAT, 4
bunks, 2 burner range,
had, sink, needs minor
- repairs. Without motor.

























Avoid Corti* Mears Itepairs
Kelly's-termite
& Pest Control
Nome ...I mod shereted ever U








made any size for an-
tique beds or campers.
Buy direct and save on
all mattresses,
Healthopedic or foam.








1975 Cadillac Coup DeVWe with moonroot-all the
extras. New car trade-in.
1973 Cadillac Eldorado Convertible, extra nice a
collector's item.
1973 Cadillac SedanDeVille, extra nice, pew car
trade-in.
1975 Buick Electra 225,13,000 miles, Murray car,
new car trade-in:
1973 Buick Electra 225,4 door, new car trade-in.
1948 Buick Electra, new car trade-in.
1971 Oldsmobile 98, 4 door sedan, new car trade-
in.
1973 Chevrolet Camaro, all the extras, new car
trade-in. A Young man's dream car.
-
1973 Mach I mustang








End of Year Sole
PURDO
Olds - Poetise - Cadillec
"Satisfied f uslorhers Are Our
Maori Convent'
1111.0 .1406 West Main • 7531315
24 Miscellaneous
ESTEY ORGAN, squirrel
cage fan with it h. p.
motor. Tension screens
sizes 20" - 48" wide with
brackets, venetian
blinds with brackets 20"
- 48" wide. Call 753-8361.
HEAVY DUTY GE dryer.
Harvest gold. With
automatic sensor
control. $220.00 or $13
per month. For in-
formation call 753-0595.
MURRAY SUPPLY
Lawn and Garden has a
good supply of used lawn
and garden equipment.
200 E. Main.
27. Mobile Home Sales
12 x 50- 2 BEDROOM
mobile home on large lot
for sale. $9500: Call 753-
'6556.
VINDALE mobile home.
10 x 60. Call 436-2273.
FOR SALE OR RENT: 10
x 40 mobile home. Sell
for $1550. Rent $65
month. Call 489-2595.
MOBILE HOME on shady
lot in the Bayikood Vista
Subdivision. Call 753-
1893 and ask for Howard
Steely.
LATE MODEL double




central air and heat. In
Ky. Lake Subdivision,
lake privileges. 436-2473.
12 x 60- HOLLYPARK
trailer on nice shady lot.
Two bedroom, central
heat and air, dish-
washer-, garbage
disposal, carpet and
intercom. 12 x. 14
storage building."-Well
located on 121 North.
„C`att /53-7304.
FOUR 8 WIDE one
bedroom trailers or
sale. Ideal for lake. Call
436.2306.




1976 14 x 52 unfurnished
two bedroom mobile





29. Mobile Home Rentals
MOBILE HOMES and
mobile home spaces
rent, at Riviera Courts.
Call 753-3280.
31. Want To Rent
PROFESSIONA4
needs country house
within 10 miles of
Murray. Prefer



















32 Apartments For Rent
FURNISHED APART-


















Couple, boys -or girls
only. No pets. Call after
4 p. m. 753-4726.
APARTMENT FOR
RENT, heat and air
conditioned. Neat and
clean. No pets. Call 753-
9465 after 4 to 7.
FOUR Roots, bath and
patio. Unfurnished.
Newly decorated.







after 5 fr rn.
FURNISHED APT. for





36 For Rent Or lease
FOR RENT OR LEASE,
retail store building on
south side court square
Mayfield, 2500 sq. ft.



















Lots good clothing, bioicte,
hooks, gamuts, loony
holisithoil items, plants,
misc. No. 911 Riviera Truiler
Coat, Saturday, holy 2,
9:004
YARD SALE, 102. N. 6th
behind National Hotel.
• Wednesday, Thursday,
-  and Friday., Rain
shine. From 9:00 - ? T:
V_ clothes of all sizes,
children clothes, lots of
little what nots. Brand




night 6:30. Don't miss
this one! Julie's Used
Furniture located Joe
'Beadles former Auction
House, Fulton Highway. -
Now taking
consignments, 9-5, --six
days a week. Will pick




This listing provides plenty for the family; -
that enjoys space for every member. Five
bedrooms, formal dining room, 2 fireplaceS.
This is one of Murray's most elegant older





Sale, Saturday July 2
from 9-3. 1622 Farmer
Ave. Babies and young
childrens clothes, toys,
including riding toys,









YARD SALE, Friday and
Saturday. 8 a. m. to 4
p.m. Childs table and
chairs, end tables,
tricycle, clothing, books,'
little of everything. 629
Broad Street Ext.








things too numerous to
• r-:-..litturr.--1307 War Rd.- '
CARPORT SALE -
Saturday 94,' Highway
121 South on 'Meadow
Green Acres. Watch for.
signs.
RUMMAGE SALE.




YARD SALE, July 2; 9 a.









herr** lid isedi ferns SOU)
11.1 Nob - nes,- 7i31171
.C'HOICE COMMERCIAL
Property On Highway
121 welt; one mile from
Murray City limits-. 758
ft. frontage, 400 ft. deep.
Will sell in one tract or
divide in 6 lots. 100 ft. x
400 ft. Two lots 100 x 160
ft. Corner lot 158 x 200.
/•Tbis. property is priced
to „sell. Fulton Young
Realty, 753-7333, or 753-
4946.
43 Real Estate
EAST Y MANOR - 3
bedroom brick, like
new, 2 baths with cen-
tral electric heat and
air. Beautiful fireplace
in family room. Lots of
closets and storage
room. Large lot with
woods on back boun-
dary. Line. Country
living almost in town,





98 ACRES NEAR lake on
Highway 280. Needs
cleaning up. Good land,
with good marketable
timber. Could be - sub-
-4•)4Wided. Only $53,000.
Galloway Realty, 505
Main Street, phone 753-
5842.
GROCERY STORE and
-restaurant with - or
without 3 bedroom
- double wide mobile
home on Highway 121
. South, 4 miles from,.
Murray. This store is
doing a ' very good
business also good gas
business plus rented
apartment above store.
This place has plenty of
room for expansion.
Priced to sell. Fulton
Young,.Realty, 753-7333,
753-4946.
WE HAVE BUYERS and
'need listings of all kinds,
especially farms and 3
bedroom brick .homes.
Let us sell your
property. Fulton Young





beautiful view located or
two wooded lots. We also
have a "mushroom"
designed to fit a rugged
site. Ideal for beach





borhood on the west side
of Murray, this 3







air, lovely fenced back
yard with brick patio,
beautiful floral garden
and gas bar-b-que grill.
Priced' in the mid 30's.
Phone Kopperud Realty,
753-1222 or come 'by our











bases, stock and tobacco
barns, some timber and
688 acres under fence.
Waldrop Real Estate,
206 South- 4th, 753-5646,
after hours 753-7249.
--TWO ACRES with a 2
bedroom mobile home,
new septic tank and
well, also has .a block
'barn. $8500. Call 753-7323
or 489-2508.
LARGE 2 story frame
"Thome. 5 bedrooms,
2 baths ... nicely
decorated. Near
schools. Call 753-1492
today and make an









fine lake front property
has good building sites
and good access. John C.
NEnbauer, Realtor, 505
Main St., •Murray, 753-
0101 or 753-7531.
Purdom and Thurman Real Estate
$1 9,900
PRICED REDUCED $5,100!!! Buy today and
move in irrunediately. Located on large 175' x
175' lot just two blocks from the lake in
Panorama Shores. Call Purdom and Thurman
today for an appointment 7534451.
Wanted!
Homes to list with 3 bedrooms priced low 530s Oho 3
bedroom hornes with formal dining room in mid 540's.
you orte interested in listing your home toll us for in-
d,v,rluol, expert service
Purdom and Thurman Real Estate
pie owe, located Southside Court Square
7S3-111/S11 Open Daily Monday Saturday
Sen.," Gars
3534557 Phone 753-4451
Wow um, borno Servile and Mune, Calloway County Bood ot Reeltots
It
43 Real Estate
RUSTIC HOME only 2
miles from Murray
featuring "Great




Sliding glass doors open
onto .large concrete
patio ideal for summer
bar-b-queing. Excellent









pump and Wooden deck.
Home is practically new
and located-on large lot.
Priced in the 50's. Phone
Kopperud Realty, 153-







FARM - 20 acres with
modern 3 bedroom brick
and frame home. Has 10
acres' tendable and a
good metal pole barn,
also a pond. Has 24 x 30
cleanup shop. Large
comfy family room with
fireplace. Home in good
condition inside and out.
Located on Faxon Road.
Just 1/2 -miles off of 94
"East. Priced in mid 30's.
GUY SPANN REALTY,
901 Sycamore, 753-7724.
25 ACRES just lgted.
Several beautiful
building sites and over
1300 ft. of highway
frontage. Located within
minutes of Ky. Lake.
Priced in mid teens.
Phone Kopperud Realty,
753-14272. We provide--a---
complete range of Real
Estate Services.
rrif.r for 5,ie
2 BEDROOM brick at 809
Waldrop. Pay owners
equity and assume V. A.












46 Homes For Sale
'TWO BEDROOM frame
home for sale. Located
in Pine Bluff Shores
- Subdivision near New
Concord, Ky. Some
finish work needed, low
' down payment and will
finance balance. To see
call John Jones at 502-
442-7368. '
FOUR ACRES on high-
way 94 East - Only 31/2
*Wes from lake with
neat 4 bedroom frame
home, electric heat, alt
conditioner, some wall
to .wall carpeting.
Roomy kitchen with lots
of cabinets and dish-
washer. Carport and
wide highway frontage.
Trailer hookup. Call or
come by 105 N. 12th,
BOYD MAJORS REAL
ESTATE, 753-8080.
COUNTRY HOME  well
built three bedroom
aluminum siding on 2.3
open and wooded acres.
E-xcellent highway
location with city water,
on 121 South. Call C.-O. -
Boadurant Realty first,
753-9954 or 753-3480.
HAVE A DREAM HOME
TO BUILD? We have the
ideal lot. Nice corner lot
in good neighl2orhood.





Real Estate, 206 South
4th, 753-5646, after hours
753-7249.
REALTORS





Priced at only 422,000.
Call 753-3903.
HAZEL, NICE frame -
house with new paint
and new roof, three
bedrooms downstairs
and one upstairs, with
extra large lot. Price in '
low teens. Call 492-8417.
ENERGY efficient 3
bedroom brick home
with 11/2 baths Central
heat and air. Call 753-
9827.
GATESBOROUGH -
year old home, 3
bedroom, 21/2 bath, den
with fireplace, heat
pump, central air, in-
tercom, etc. Shown by
appointment. Call 753-
3673.
BY OWNER: 2 blocks
from university. Two-
story brick; 4 bedrooms,
3 baths, family room,
living room, kitc.hen and
utility room. Furnished
cottage (rental unit) on
back of property. Lovely




frame house on 11/2
acres. $18,000. Five
miles West of Hardin on




1 bath, attached garage,
outside storage building.
11/2 acre lot, 1/2 miles
from Kirksey. Call 753-
3815 after 5 p.m.
BEAUTIFUL 2 bedroom
brick home, 2 fireplaces,
larg-e- den and living -




center, Low 40's. Call
753-0765.
Three bedroom brick
house on 31/2 acres, 6
miles out of Murray on
94 west. Central air
and. heat, fully car-






Xy. Lake Music Barn
New Concord, Ky.
.July 4, Weekend Activities
• FRIDAY, JULY 1
8p. m. Traditional Square Dance
SATURDAY, JULY 2,
8 p. m. Big Country Music Show
SUNDAY, JULY 3








Although 76% of newly
married couples start out by
living in rental housing
(primarily apartment* some
gre et"-b e
the other side of the coon -
home, ownership.
Sometimes the solution is
buying low-cost income
property, a duplex for exam-
ple. The down payment
requirement is usually com-
parable to a single-family
residence, but half the
ImPeny is supplying in-
come from rental, which
helps in making. the
payments. Upkeeping is
generally higher, and there
are sI,me added respon-
sitih6es of ownership.'
bra few years, however, it
may be possible to use bottr-n-
sides of the duplex for in-
come and buy a single-
family house. The income
wil probably pay for the
duplex with some left over
to apply against the house
eeihilli:Artliesame tine,
"estautewalfor ybeOurbilliangfam ly wiathn




consult with a Realtor and.
have him show you some
possibeties?
Consulting with peopC
about their real estate needs
is our specialty. Drop by Pur-
dom & Thurman on the
court square • or call Pat
Mobley 753-4451 or- 753-
8958. We're here to help!
Ruth Ryan, REALTOR
Located in Aurora
Specializing in Kentucky-Barkley Lakes
Properties
We have:
Lake front lots and homes on both lakes.
Resoits, Businesses, Farms and beautiful homes.
Two waterfront parcels suitable for Private Estate, Cor-
porative or Institutional usage. One has airstrip.
--Call us today 354-8500 - 354-8538
or Write - We Print Brochures •





Ph. 753-1222 711 Mein,
- nipag..nip MEP.. +W.." • AP".
S.
4









































46. Homes For Sale
WELL PLANNED home
for family living with
energy efficient heat
pump. Four bedroom,
21/2 baths, large den with
fireplace, formal dining
room and eat-in kitchen.
New and nice. Call 753-
3903.



























1974 CL DP Honda. With




little. $225. Call 753-3263.
1974 LATE, MODEL 175
-Kawasaki Enduro. $450.
Call 753-6727.
1974 HONDA TRAIL 70.
Good condition. ;225.
Call 753-4955.
• 1975 360 CL Honda. 800
miles. Like new. Call 
after 5, 753-3692. 1973 VEGA, low mileage.
Must s-ell. Ca11761•9049.





Honda 550 four with
windjammer. Call 753-
2226.
1974 XR 75 Honda. Per-
fect condition. Call .753-
7228.
1973 YAMAliA 125 CC.
Electric start, low
mileage. Call 753-3624












ONE PAIR OF heads for
289 Hi Performance.
motor. Four 13" wheels
for a pre 1971 Opal. Hub
caps for the same. AM
radio for 12 volts. Some
old MG and Mustang
parts. Call 753-2947,
evenings.




9. Used Cars & Trucks
1968 CAMARO needs
work. Call 767-2442
between Sand 7p. m.
1974 DODGE VAN. • 15
passenger. Only • 6,000
miles. Like new. If
interested call 489-2188
or 48932535, after 5 p. m.
1972 HONDA 350. Nice
original. $525. Call 753-
7219..
1110-CC Honda trail bike.
Call Ronny Garland
between 7 a.m. to 5 p.m.
753-4641.
1967 CHEVY CAPRICE,.
:power and air, $200. Call
492-8594, after 6p. m.
1953 FORD MAIN LINE
with 3 3 speed overdrive.
Looks and runs good.









limed, reedy to me. Or bey e mod semi. 
Complete end
ready te assemble Ad up te 24:141sienderol, but 
will precut my size
needed. Step the rest thee case to Costes Milt 
end bey ties best
fee less.
ummemmemCVSTOIll BUILT PROTAKE WRONGS 7530te4
Kick Off Your Shoes
Step into another world when you walk thm the 
front
• door of this lovely home... Immaculate inside and 
out...
: This 3 bedroom home offers formal , tfining 
room,
fireplace in den, 255 baths, rec room in basement... Plush




After Hears . Loretta lobs - 753-6079:
Helen Spann- '51-8599; Bill Payne - 753-9794.
49 Used Cars & Trucks




$175. Call after 6:30, 436-
2439.
1970 JEEP CJ-5. Call 753-
9148.
1971 TORINO GT 351
Cleveland, automatic.
with Hooker headers,
mufflers and pipes, New
Monroe Max air shocks
and Rocket wheels.
Needs a hood. $450.00.




white vinyl top and
inferior. Call 753-3146 FOR YOUR septic tankafter 5 p. m. 1600V MGM' VIZE61PENT f3REZH WE V."
51. Services Offered 51 Services Offered
NEED TREES cut, or CUSTOM HAY bailing
light hauling. Call 753- and custom combining.
4707. Call 753-8090.
DRIVEWAYS WHITE




753-5429 after 4 p.m.
CUSTOM CARPET Care.
Steam clean one room at
8 cents per sq. ft. and we
will clean the hallway
free, limit 4 x 10. A 10' x





seat and window. AM-
FM stereo. Call 753-4406
or 753-6910.
1969 DODGE, 4 door, air,
local car. $675. Call 753-
4020. •
NICE 1973 Montego GT,
factory air, power
'brakes & steering, extra
clean. Call 73-0698.
1971 TORINO GT. Power
steering, air, 2 door
hardtop. Dark Green.
Call 527-8273 after 4:00.
1973 CHEVROLET
pickup. Cheyene Sttper.
Air and Power. Red with
gray interior. • Radials,
Big block engine with
headers. Good gas
mileage. Call 3544222
after 4 p. m.
1966 T-Bird has new paint
job and an excellent
interior. Good collectors
• car. Phone 1-354-6217
after 4 p. m.
'GOOD NIGHT BOSS.
1946 WILLYS car.
Straight shift overdrive. -
Four new tires. Can be
seen at Murray Sand
Company, or by calling













power and air. V-8,
52,000 miles. Very good
condition. Call 753-8693.
1976 PACER. Must sell.
Call 753-6615 after 5 p.
m.-
1972 CORVETTE custom
paint. Will accept trade




sell. $1,000. Call 753-0480
after 5 p. m.
1975 PLYMOUTH
Trailduster, 4 wheel
drive. Can be seen at
1310 Poplar or call 753-
8158.
50 Campers
8 x 12 Trailer type
camper. $800.. Call 753-
6556.
FLEA MARKET
At The Masonic Lodge
Highway 68 in Aurora
SATURDAY, July 2 10 a.m. till Dark
SUNDAY, July 3, 1 till 5'p.m.
MONDAY, July 4, 10 a.m. till Dark
Put on by the
Eastern Star and Masons
50. Campers
WHITES CAMPER
SALES located 4 miles
East of Murray, on
Highway 94 toward
Kenlake. Both new and
used. Bank financing
available. Open 7 days
per week. Call 753-0605.
PUSH UP CAMPER,
sleeps 8. Has icebox, gas
stove, sink. Call 753-
3615; best offer.
1972 CAMPER trailer, 20
ft. refrigerator, hot
plate, pottie, stabilizer.























home or industrial. Call
Charles Cooksey after 6
p. m. 436-5896.
PAINTING0 interior and
exterior. By the hour or
job. Free estimate. Call '
753-8343.
CUSTOM UPHOLSTERY
of any kind. Phone 753--
9753.
L&M Blacktopping, _ seal





prate, window glass, and











ficient service. NO Job
too Small. Call Ernest
White, 753-0605.
weekend? We're open 7 cleaning and grade
days a week. Call 474- work. Call Ken Dix, 753-
2748 or 4744848. • 232'i,-
WALLIS DRUG
*PRESCRIPTIONS
*HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE




We have just listed one of the choisest lake front
properties in the Cypress Creek area of Ken-
tucky Lake. This is ideal for vacation or
retirement. Good building -sites. Priced
reasonably.
Water Front Lots
Water front lots in the area of Hamlin, Ky. of the
lake. These fine-Tots are restricted to homes only.
Each lot is nicely wooded and have good building
sites. Good road access from Ky. 1918 (Kirby
Jennings Trail). Financing Available.
Near Paris Landing
Cabana Estates Lots. These are fine, wooded
lake view lots in a good lake development. These
are located about 20 miles from Murray just off
l'n. 119 near Paris Landing. The lots are priced
to sell now.
Lake View
Two desirable wooded lake view lots in Keniana
development at Hamlin, Ky. These restricted
lots are just across the road from the lake front.
We would like to show you these attractively
priced lots. _
• Small Farm
Five acre small farm type tracts near Kentucky
Lake. Most are wooded with good building sites.
All have excellent access on county and state
maintained roads. Financing available.
29 Acres With Home •
29 acres south of Sinking Springs Church on
Squire Erwin Road. This is one of the best small
farms to be offered in some time. fl onies
complete with -seven room home, tobacco barn,
tool shed and stock barn. We will be happy tb














let ltoditts he Cr arti Oatman fader
753-7114 436-2321 153 On






. estimate, phone Atkins
Painting, 437-4534.
and backhoe work
needs. Also septic tank
cleaning. Call John




roofs sealed, and Alcoa
aluminum house siding
& trim. Call Jack
Glover, 153-1873 aftes 5
or weekends.
FOR A FREE estimate
on all stump removal,







Doug Taylor at 753-2310
for free estimates.
INSULATION BLOWN in
by Sears save on these
high heat and cooling
bills. Call Doug Taylor
at 753-2310 for free
estimates.
FENCE SALES AT
SEARS ndw. Call Doug
Taylor at 753-2310 for













or roof repair. Built up-
rooting, residential and
commercial. General
- carpenter work. Call
436-2712 after 6 pin.
GENERAL BACKHOE
work, gravel hauling
and top soil. Call _Joe
Beard., 436-2306.
INSULATE NOW attics













4374533 or after 8 p. m.
354-8161 or 354-8138.
. WILL HAUL LIME or -
white rock or sari. Call
















struction Co., Route 2,
Box 409A. Paducah, Ky.
42001. Phone day or
night 442-7026.
PAINTING, WERIOR
and exterior. Call 753-
2349.
SIGN PAINTING. Call
between 7-10. a.m. 753-
9998.







WILL BABYSIT in my
home Monday-Friday. 7





Lem newer NM moll engine
repel,. Robe& knee mowers,
$25.011 ep. Riaiell
S.'.", $lill end sp.
53 Feed Ana Seed





About 5 weeks old. Call
753-1345. '
55 Wanted
SOMEONE to stay with -
- elderly couple, day and
night. Phone 753-7777
after 4 p. m.






• Company Inc. Air con-






• Price Reduced For
Quick Sale
This lovely three bedroom brick home on the cor-
ner of Kirkwood and Meadow Lane has many
trees. With 21/2 large baths, large kitchen with
dishwasher, built-in range, nas formal dining
room with crystal chandeliers. Has family room
' with fireplace, covered patio, outside storage
building, double garage vAtli electric door
opener, and 21 Ft. concrete drive.
Call 753-2377
Quality Realty Company
NESS LISTING - ESTATE PRIVACY 10 acres with city
water just outside 'Benton city limits. l' Year old brick home with 2`, baths. Hats
new 450w fan:owing house, good pond stocked withildtTandlOtittlobat-Cd
barn.
MAINTENANCE FREE - A really neat t riedroom home on a large lot k. mile
south of kirksey. Conveniently touted at a reasonable price Owner has been
transferred out of state.
GO INTO BUSINESS FOR LESS THAN 516,000. This store building at Vanzora has
• counters, shelves meat box, vegetable box, cash register. air conditioner. A gas




130 Acres, 70 ac row crop.) bedroom house & barns. $110,000.00•
61 AGMs, 10 acres tillable, rest in pasture 4, limber S25.500,00
96 Acres piOductive land with, trailer toba« o base & barn. $112,000 00
17.6 Acres worm ranch with 2 bedroom house. S15,000.00
10 Acres with 2 bedroom bnc k house& outbuildings. S17.000.00
97 Acres fenced 46r cattle. go.ii'd Water suppl dy. remodeled ilee: r0003.4411.
$80,000.00.
100 Acres tillabe, timber, has Mbar co•base. $75,000.00,
65 Acres, 20-10 acres tillable, rest in timber. 525.000.00.
12 Acres 'useable land, fenced 8. has ample water supply. Has douhle wide
trailer. $24,000.
42 Acres, , tillable, with furnish -ed trailer v8 older house, SitIio .00
51 Acres with good frame houw. tobacco base & barn. $11,500.00_
41 Aires of prime farm- land, tobacco base & barn plus outbuildings
551,000.00. .
ILMAties cattle lann with frame houscri&-t6on- -S-260. 000.00
1.0 Acres on TV7i-iontour, 3; acres pasture 100-acres fenced. 2 bedroom
house 5110,000.00. '
• GRAVES COUNTY
61 Acres 10 acres bottom land. 10 acres up-land, 4 bedroom .house
$6900000
."6 Acres app.'s. 30 ai res t,llahle tO more ,could easils be made !MAW.-
S I0,100700
MARSHALL COUNTY
Acre_sithis barn 4...outbuildings. S-42.500.00
• •
19 Acres . bedroom house & barn $12 500.00 -
.1 3 Acres with building site 4. tobacco barn. Si: 900 00
10 Ac res. 20 acres tillable 5 bedroom house & barn. S40.000 00
40 Acres, 15 acres tillable 1 bedroom house 542.000,00
10 Acres to be subdisided,.54A,00,0.00.
24 At res with older hock*. & boundry On TVA contour. 5, 3:.000 00
'22-Arres tong mad-frontage. city water. S22,1300.00 _
10 Acres. 2 bedroenwhouse&outbuifdings. 510,000.00 -




6'. Acres with 6 bedroom rustic house & A-frame house_ $40 000111)
- LIVINGSTON COUNTY
261 Acres. 100 m res t,llable plus silica roc k ouarrs S14i.000 Ott •
74 A( ,,-. ti tillable, 2 trailers. tractor. A equipment 555 000 00 -
LAKE LOTS
lake access-Pirates Cove 30 100' 53;00 •
45 ink near Pirate's (Ose. S L0110 & Up.
lots to6'r IOW-in Cambridge Shores, borly55,000.
2101% on corner 100' x 125 in Sherwood Shores both 55.:00
2 lots in Sherwood Shores both for S t,500
Waterfront -.Ay lake S 11 110' on w.iter. protected has septic ss stem r
water pised dnve ,
1' ; Acres Waterfront in Birmingham 's SIA 500 00 but owner satd Sell -
A
REGARDLESS OF THE TYPE OF PROPERTY THAT YOU ARE LOOKING FOR, WE
PROBABLY HAVE IT. WE HAVE RESIDENTIAL, LAKE, FARM L COMMERCIAL. IF
YOU ARE IN THE MARKET TO BUY OR SELL ANY TYPE OF PROPERTi CONTACT
US. "WE WANT TO BE YOUR REAL ESTATE COMPANY"
QUALITY REALTY
DARRELL COPE ISOM
AT TOTAL AND COMPLETE REAL ESTATE SERVICE
k BENTON BASED FIRM






Orerles Jeffrey 414 2337
Sill Inniteet • 527 9171
Deena' loyd 342-4751
Sao Riley 527 SOU
lesI.flailtenr 522.14214







the automakers to add the
suddenly Thursday al 8:30 p. k equipment.
Two. He was 63 years of age.
varititig• models, wrap around
year 91d retired minister, willmetriber of the Mason's
Mrs. Bessie Giles
Coilfgress Expected To Pass
Air Bag Regulations For '82
WASHINGTON (AP)
Dies Here Today
Mrs. 'Bessie "Giles of • 741
Nash Drive, Murray, died this
morning at 1:26 - at the
Westview Nursing Home. She
was 73 years of age and the
wife of Hardin Giles who died
May 15, 1971.
The Murray woman was a
member of the Liberty
Cumberland Presbyterian
Church. Born June 7, 1899, in
Calloway County, she was the
-daughter of the late. Ike
Adams and Elizabeth
Wilkerson Adams.
*I. Giles is survived by
two daughters, Mrs. Odel
'(Edna) Lamb; Hazel Route
Two, and Mrs. Aburey (Joan)
Eldridge,. Murray Route Six;
one son, Ron Giles, Memphis,
approve a Traitsporta
.Department decision
requiring automakers to build
air bags or automatic 'safety
• belts into new cars, _beginning
. with the 1982 models.•
By 1984, all new cars sold in
this country would be required
to have the devices, -which
Transportation Secretary
Brock Adams says conic' save
9,000 lives a year.
The key to 'the program's
chances is that Adams is
'giving the companies plenty of
• time, phasing in the program'
over three years:-
Congress has 60_ days to
review the plan., Unless the
program is then' rejected, it
will become- law. The
secretary told his news
Thompson and Mrs. Audrey
Tn.; two sisters, Mrs. Mamie .conference Thursday he -was
Wilkerson, Murray; two 
•
oopfident _the plan would be
brothers, Nolan Adams; 
sustained.
Murray, and Aught Adams,
-There appeared to be no
Paducah; nine grandchildren;
general opposition on Capitol
seven great' grandchildren.
HiU. Within an hour of Adams'
Funeral arrangement's are
announcement, however, Rep.
Bud Shuster, R-Pa.„ an
outspoken opponent of air
• bags, introduced a resolution
to overturn the decision.
• Shuster' said there is "no
hard evidence-that, air .bags
will save lives arid it could cost
American corners over $20
billion."
Sen.. Robert Griffin, R-
Mich., introduced a separate
opposing resolution and teld
the Senate:' •"Secretary
Adams' decision will put Big
Brother in the front seat of
every American automobile.
_
Church, it the eleven a. UrIt's 
both ironic and
services on gunday-July 3, at 
-
- appropriate that his target,
the church.. -• • • • • ,. year to finish 
the job is 1984.7
His scripture will be from Adam
s estimated the air
Matthews 442.4„4 Ephesians__ bags will cost $1004300 _,per _
.4: 19. 
car, installed, with the seat
Sunday School will be at ten belts ad
ding less than $100.
a.• m. and evening-worship a
6:30 p. m.
reasonable aid :said it
Herbert Alexander died 
Rev. Robbins Will provided sufficient time for
incomplete, but friends -may
call at the J. H. _ChurChill




' "Blessed Are They That
Mourn" will be-the subject of
the, sermon by the Rev. W.
Edd Glover, minister of the
North Pleasant Grove
Cumberland Presbyterian
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1 Deaths and Funerals I
Funeral Services
To Be On Saturday
For Otley White
Funeral services -for Otley
White will be held Saturday at.
two p. ml at the chapel of the
Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home with Bro. Dean Crut-
chfield officiating. The song 
servicewill be by the green
Plain Church of Christ singers
with Bobby C: Stubblefield as
leader.
Pallbearers will be Carves
Paschall, Bill Ed. Hendon
Keith Letterman; HoWard,
Steely,- Lee Steely, and Teddy
Potts. Burial will follow in the
Murray Memorial Gardens.
Friends , may call at the
funeral home.
Mr. White, age • 59, died
Thursday at seven a.m. at his
honie. Born April 4, 1918, in
Calloway County, he was the
son Of the late Lon White and
Miriam Duncan White. He
was a-prominent dairy farmer
of Calloway -county and was a
veteran of World War II.
Survivors are his Wife, Mrs.
Barbara Valentine White,
Murray Route Foirr, to whom
he was married on -March 19,
1949; three daughters, • Mrs.
Isaac (Patricia) Allbritten
and Miss Pamela White,
Murray Route Folk, and Mrs.
_Ray (Glenda) Worthington,
Owensboro; one son, Mike
White, Murray; three sisters,
Mrs. Robert (Rachel) Hendon
and Mrs. Raymcgid ( Lonnie).
Rayburn, Murray,' and Mrs,
Paul (Robbie) Blalock,
Murray Route Four; two
  brothers, Gene White,
Paducah, and Jack White,
Murray.
Herbert Alexander
Dies At His Home;
Funeral Saturday -
„Congress is expected to
tion
Sen. Donald Riegle, 13-
Mich., called the decision
m. at his home on Hazel Route Speak, North For Th'e automatic seat-belts, in
'Tlie Rev. H. F. Robbins:1i: use for several Mrs anThe deceased was a
be the special speaker at theChapel United Methodist
hU eleven a. m. worship services
In Calloway County, he was- on 
Sunday, July 3, at the North
-the son of the ' late John Fack-BaPtistL._,Chareh' 
'
Willierms Alexander and The 
guest minister is from
CaliforniaAddra Housden Alexander. 
 and i a formers 
• Mr. • Alexander is survived pas
tor of the church, ac-
by his wife, WS. Gertie --eeefling . 
-to-----a church
Bazzell Alexander, to who 
spokesman who invites the
public to hear this retired-he was married-on October 3,-
_1936, one --daughter, Mrs,
Junior (Sandra) Ray, _and two ---'k-stcmarket --
minister.
grandchildren, Alex and Mitzi •
Ray, all of Hazel. - -
The funeral will be held
Saturday at three p. m. at the
Masons-Chapel United
Methodist Church with the
Rev. Tommie Martin of-
ficiating and the song service
by the church choir.
Pallbearers will be' Cleo. .
Bucy, Ralph Carraway,• Cleo
Darby, Hugh -Alexander,
Thomas' and
Reuben Chrisman. Burial will
follow in the Foundry Hill
Cemetery in Henry County,
Tn., with the arrangements by
the Miller Funeral Home .of
Hazel' where friends May call
after three p. m. today
(Friday).
LAKE DATA
--Kentucky Lake, 7 a.
down 0.1.
Below dam 301.1 up 0.2.
-‘ --Barkley-lake-,--7--a. In. 318.5
• down 0.2..
,Belowe dTam 305.4 up 0.1.
• Sunset 7:20. Sunrise 4:40.





Prices of stock of local inteiest at noon
EDT, today, furnished to the Ledger &
Times by First of Michigan, Corp of
Murray, are as follows
Heublein Inc.
passengers and lock into place
in the event of a ,crash. The
balloon-shaped air bags,
designed to. inflate at the
moment of a collision, keep
passengers from hitting the
steering wheel, dash or
windshield.
Even the response of the
automakers, who have fought




angrily, charging that Adams
decision "win force the
American people to pay triple
the cost for a -second;best
system."
The No. 3 automaker
accused Adams of ignoring
"his own agency's data, which
show that present belt
systems will save 50 per cent
more lives tharrair bags." The
company urged. Congress to
overturn the decision.
Consumer advocate Ralph
Nader criticized the staggered
plan, saying Adams did it-to
avoid a congressional veto.
-This is the first time the
federal government has
phased in an auto-safety
standard," Nader said.. -This
is a very bad precedent.
"This says to the public, if
you can't afford a large luxury
car, you're going to have to
wait for safety protection," he
added. "While we have one
government agency.telling us
to buy small cars to save fuel,
we have another telling us We




Insurance said it &lye
more lives and prevent More
injuries than any Other single






MAGAZINE, Ark. (AF'• -
. Hog Market __Searchers led by the. FBI
coneentrateden forests within.
Federal State Market News Sefvice July a 50-mile radius of this1,1977 '
Kentucky Purchase Area J-log • Minitet western Arkansas village for
Report Includes *Buying Stations
& two gunmen who killeta townReceipts.- Act 133 Est. 150 Barrows 
Gilts steady Most 25e lower Sows most marshal, wounded a park
steady 500 lower
US 1-2 200-230 lbs. $45 5045 75 ranger and apparently
US 11200-240 the _____ $4$.0445.0 d ji t- rerri  - the  r n gees
US 2-4 240-260 lbs. .  $44.25-45.00 'partner.
290-2001bs: ... 
• 4432i)-44-25 All-points- bulletins alsoSows
234.6o-woo have been. issued in
1-3-300-450 lbs.
$34'5(1-35,1 . Oklahoma, Texas and
ijr/42:e:  
Boars $24.00-25.00
US 1-2 270-350 lbs
These high school students from Murray were among recipients of cash awards for excellence in the study of the
American private enterprise system at the recent Kentucky Youth Seminar on the University of Kentucky campus in
Lexington. They are, from left, Beth Boston, Patricia Melvin, Shara Toon and Tammy Melton. Miss Melton and Miss Boston
won expense paid trips to Texas A &.M University, College Station, Texas, where they will be delegates to the national
seminar.
Coffee Prices Blamed AmmonS• • •
In Survey Prices Jump (Continued From Page_ Three bottles labeled Madiatric, a
Coffee takes the blame for sharp
price increases for supermarket
shoppers, who found grocery bills
rising at a much faster rate in the first
sex months of 1977 than in the same
period a year earlier, an Associated
Press marketbasket survey shows.
The one encouraging sign-Was an
indication that spiraling coffee ' prices
for the brew may be easing.
The AP dreW up' a' randcith lid 4 15
commonly purchased food and nonfood
items, checked the price at one
ch of 13 cities on
since has rechecked
start of each succeeding
month.
The latest survey showed that prices
for the marketbasket at the checklist
stores increased ait average of 9 per
cent from Jan. 1 to July 1. When coffee
was removed from the totals, however,
the six-month increase was only 1.4 per,
cent.
In 1976 the AP survey showed the
marketbasket totals at checklist stores, it the checklist store was up in nine cities
went up 1 per cent.d,aring the first six •„ and down in four., for an overall
rponthsuf the year. Not counting coffee, average increase of about one-third of a
themarketbasket totals drepped 1 per per cent. -
cent. - - , —During-MayT4be marketbasket total
supermarket in
March 1, 1973, a
on or about
The government has predicted that
retail prices_for food_purcikt_the
grocery store and eaten away „from
home will rise-about 6 per cent this_  _ . _
year, compared to an increase of 3.1 per
cent last year.
Officials said much of the increase
will be due to higher prices for
imported items _And products not
produced -on U.S. farm, including
coffee, cocoa and seafood.
- Wholesale coffee prices, which had
topped $4.50 a pound, have been
declining recently, reflecting lower
prices for wuoasted beans. The drop
has been credited partly to a cutback by
consumers who have switched to other
beverages.
Retail prices never caught up to
wholesale levels and 'the cuts by the
major roasters are not expected to have
any major impact at the supermarket.
The AP survey showed; however, that
' the price of coffee decreased slightly
during June at two stores and increased
in only four. There were no increases
and no decreasesduring May.
The overall price picture improved
during June. The marketbasket total at
at the checklist stores increased in 12
cities and decreased in only one, for an
overall average rise of just over 3 per
cent.
Schedule IV 'controlled substance with-
amphetamine properties.
- A soda straw that apparently was
being used to sniff cocaine.
- Seven small bags of marijuana
seeds.
- Five small packages of prepared
marijuana.
- Three cocaine • testers and one
fnarijuana tester.
- One bottle labeled Libras, a
Schedule III controlled substance.
- One bottle of injectable Valium, a
Schedule II controlled tranquilizer.
_Three small squeeze bottles that
were labeled as a medication for the
treatment of fungus. Brown said field
tests of the solutions indicated a
"highly concentrated _solution" that
"gave the same test as cocaine.".
- Brown said also that authorities
confiscated two .22-calibre derringers,
several shotguns and one Oiler
handgun during the search of thrhouse.
Brown later said that federal statutes
prohibit convicted felons, from
possessing' controlled drug substances
'as well as firearms.
Under questioning by Judge Allen,
Brown said the bbttles of medication
recovered-did-Writ-Wear 111F-11111165-0f7
any patientk. Most hp said, were
_original containers. The bottle_ of
Apomorphine was labeled "For office-
use only," he said.







General Elec. 56 -%
GAF Corp 10% -•-•
Georgia Paciftc •  30%
Pfizer - 26%
Jim Walters  M%
Kiracti • istiline
Disney. 36% -re
Franklin Mud 111-r unc
Prices of stocks Of local interesit at
noon today-furnished to the Ledger &
Times bN I M Simon Go are as follows
Indus. Av
Airco - . _ .
- Am. Motors •• 
Ashland Oil 33% -ri
A. T. & T ... ..  63% -re
. Ford Motor 4694 -%
Gen. Dynamics 59% -sii
j' Gen Motors . . " &Pe -se
26% Uric
 26%' -4.1
. - 27'e -%
 ---36 -I.
• -6.19
Quaker Oats 22% 4-A•
Republic Steel - 27% -%
Singer Mfg . ... Vs...r.ve
_Tappan 9% -se
Western Union. ' ." 17". -re 1
'Zenith Radio  2155 +'.
_
SARASOTA, Fla: ( AP ) -
Charlotte'Grosse, who was
-dragged screaming from. a
Girl Scout campground two
-days --ago; was found safe
today and .a suspect was
arrested, authorities said.
The 15-year-old called home
31 about 10 a.m. and told her
- anxious -parents that she wag-
free after more than 52 hours
of captivity. She called from
.Siesta Key, a .beach area off,
Sarasota and only about 13
miles from the state park
where she hadbeeifearnping,
, The call was monitored at
the-sheriff's office and within
minutes Charlotte had been
picked _up knd taken to
7,3-030 3




Thurs., June 30-Fri., July 1
Sat., July 2
(1.) Shrimp & Sirloin 
(2). 8 oz. Rib Eye 
(3) 12 oz. Kansas City no 
(4) 1k oz. T-Bone 





All the Catfish you can eat, cole slaw, sliced Remember ma Sunday Special Luncheon. 1
onion, french fries, whit, beans, golden meat, 3 vegetables, and dessert. Kids 12 &




Relatives said she was in good_
shape with no cuts or bruises.r
"At this point we don't know
if she broke away. She left of
her own accord. She was"told
she could go out a window and
apparently did," sherifp Cpl.
Ray Pilon saki "We don't
know what it's all about at this




afterward in the same area of
the- beach and brought to the,
sheriff's office, -Slouched in the
back of a patrol car with his
hands cuffed behind him. ,
ne Was Identified as Wilfred
Arthur Bannister, 3.3. of Siesta-
Key.
A six-footer. o.th brown
straggly hair, he was,,
expressionless as he was
hauled out of the 1;ar and
hustled through a d,or of the .
Charlotte's .parents,
Bichard.E. -and Carol Grosse,
rushed to be_wttli. 'their
daughter. _ •
,."They'e &static:. a friend
Said by telephone from the
Grosses' home in
just south of Sarasota. I
The teen-ager was lbdnicted
at dawn Wednesday by a
heavy, gruff-voiced man who
ripped through Tic-bock of a
three-man lent ard pulled her
out by her long brnwT. hair.
On Wednesdav night, her
abductor allowed-tter 'to can
her parents, litchard and
Carol Grosse, to say he
promised to set hot free and•
"just wanted to cet rid of
her," officers 'said
The. call 4as -traced to a.
phone booth in Bradenton,'
about 30 miles north of
Sarasota and near a major
-441•414. - kas"ali • ItiitITOTR
complex, police said.
_notes the hours passed with
no • further word, officials
began expressing doubt that
the-girl would be found alive.
Then came this morning's
dramatic call.
The FBI entered the case
Thursday with 20 agents.
The abduction came two
weeks after three Girl. Scouts
were found sexually assaulted
and ' murdered in their
sleeping bags at a
campground near Locust
Grove, Olda.
A prison escapee, Gene Le-
Roy Hart, has been charged
with the Murders and the FBI
has entered the search.
Agents said they think Hart
was in the atia before the
June 13 "'slaying's but a
widegpread - search that
includ-1n ..,door-to,door
interviews and circulation of
Hart's pictures have failed to
turn up any trace of him.
Today's Sarasota Herald
Tribune quoted an
unidentified witness who told
the FBI of seeing Charlotte
Wednesday- -night- at -the
telephone booth in Bradenton,„
about 30 miles to the north."'
The witness said the kidnaper
may have had a pistol or knife _ -
pressed to ttle girl's abdomen,.
and that he gripped'
Charlotte's shoulder with one
hand and pressed his other
hand against her abdomen as
they left the booth. •
The girl made no sound-and
looked as though she had been
crying, the witness was quoted
as saying. The witness Later
helped the FBI -draw up a
composite drawing, the
newspaper Said.
The drawing showed a man
with a fleshy face and a shock
of dark, 'wavy hair.
FBI agent Jack Gaffney
spokesman that the report





"statistically, the longer the
time-goes, the less the chances
are for the victim."
The FBI entered 'the ea!
Thursday with 20 agents.
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